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Nomenclature

αWi,ex Solar absorptivity of external wall surface i -

β Tilting angle of the surface to the horizontal ◦

ṁ Mass flow of water in radiator kgs−1

Q̇ Rate of heat W

Q̇floor Heat flow of floor heating W

Q̇j,Rad Rate of heat from internal radiation source j W

Q̇radiator Heat flow of radiator W

Q̇Wi
Heat flow of wall i W

γ Surface azimuth angle ◦

ω Hour angle ◦

ρg Ground reflectance -

ρA Density of air kgm−3

ρW Density of water kgm−3

σ Stefan-Boltzmann constant 5.67 · 10−8 Wm−2K−4

τD,j Direct solar radiation transmissivity of window j -

τd,j Diffuse solar radiation transmissivity of window j -

θ Solar beam angle ◦

θh Solar beam angle to the horizontal plane ◦

ε Emissivity -

εMRT,i Emissivity of MRT-surface considering object i -

εWGi
Emissivity of window i -

εWi,ex Long wave emissivity of external wall surface i -

εWi,in Long wave emissivity of interior wall surface i -

A Area m2

AMRT,i Area of MRT-surface considering object i m2

V



Atot Sum of all area of all enclosed surfaces within a zone m2

AWG,j Area of window j m2

A floor Area of floor m2

C Overall heat capacity cAρAV JK−1

cW Specific heat capacity of water JK−1kg−1

Ct Turbulent natural convection constant 0.84 Wm−2K−4/3

cA Specific heat capacity of air JK−1kg−1

d Declination angle ◦

FMRT,i Shape factor between MRT-surface and object i -

FWi,A Shape factor between external wall surface i and outdoor air -

FWi,G Shape factor between external wall surface i and ground -

FWi,S Shape factor between external wall surface i and sky -

H Characteristical length m

h Heat transfer coefficient Wm−2K−1

hWi,RadG,ex Radiant heat transfer coefficient for ground Wm−2K−1

hWi,RadO,ex Radiant heat transfer coefficient for outdoor air Wm−2K−1

hWi,RadS,ex Radiant heat transfer coefficient for sky Wm−2K−1

hWi,conv,ex Convective heat transfer coefficient at exterior wall surface i Wm−2K−1

hWi,conv,in Convective heat transfer coefficient at interior wall surface i Wm−2K−1

I0 Solar constant 1367 Wm−2

ID,h Intensitiy of direct radiation to the horizontal plane Wm−2

Id Intensity of diffuse radiation Wm−2

Iel Electrical current A

IE Extraterrestrial radiation Wm−2

IT,h Horizontal intensity of solar radiation Wm−2

Ij, d Diffuse radiation intensity on a surface in the same direction as window
j Wm−2

VI



Ij,D Direct radiation intensity on a surface in the same direction as window
j Wm−2

IWi,T,ex Total intensity of solar radiation at external wall surface i Wm−2

k Thermal conductivity Wm−1K−1

kC Clearness index of the sky -

L Thickness of material m

l Latitude angle with positive values for northern position ◦

L0 Longitude of standard meridian (west positive) ◦

Lloc Longitude of investigated location (west positive) ◦

nday Number of day in the year -

P Electrical power W

Q Heat J

q Heat flux Wm−2

qBal Balance heat flux for MRT-method Wm−2

qWi,conv,ex Convective heat flux at exterior wall surface i Wm−2

qWi,conv,in Convective eat flux at interior wall surface i Wm−2

qWi,rad,ex Radiant heat flux at exterior wall surface i Wm−2

qWi,radInt,in Radiant heat flux at interior wall surface i from internal sources Wm−2

qWi,radS,in Radiant heat flux at interior wall surface i from long wave radiation by
enclosed surfaces Wm−2

qWi,sol,ex Solar heat flux at exterior wall surface i Wm−2

qWi,sol,in Solar flux at interior wall surface i Wm−2

qWGi,ex Heat flux at exterior window surface i Wm−2

qWGi,in Heat flux at interior window surface i Wm−2

qWGi,radInt,in Radiant heat flux at interior window surface i from internal sourcesWm−2

qWGi,radS,in Radiant heat flux at interior window surface i from long wave radiation
by enclosed surfaces Wm−2

Rel Electrical resistance Ω
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SLFj Fraction of area of window j with direct solar radiation contact -

T Temperature ◦C

t Time s

TG Ground temperature ◦C

Ti Interior ai temperature ◦C

To Outside air temperature ◦C

TS Sky temperature ◦C

TAvg,G,o Average temperature between ground and outside air ◦C

TAvg,o,Wi
Average temperature between outside air and wall i ◦C

TAvg,S,o Average temperature between sky and outside air i ◦C

tClock Local time

TMRT,i Temperature of MRT-surface considering object i ◦C

tSol Solar time

Tair Air temperature ◦C

Tin Inlet water temperatur of radiator ◦C

Tout Outlet watet temperatur of radiator ◦C

TWi,ex Exterior wall surface temperature ◦C

TWi,in Interior wall surface temperature ◦C

TWGi Window glazing temperature ◦C

v0 Wind speed ms−1

Vel Electrical voltage V

Wi Wall i

WGi Window i

Zi Zone i

HVAC Heating, Ventilation and Air Conditioning
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1. Introduction

1.1. Motivation and problem definition

Climate change is on everyone’s lips. Year after year, more and more electrical en-
ergy is consumed (cf. [54]). In 2020, the total energy consumption was dominated by
the commercial and residential sector, which accounted for 40% (cf. [15]). Thereby,
50% of energy demand in buildings is caused by HVAC-systems (Heating Ventilation
Air Conditioning). The situation in the USA is comparable. The buildings create an
amount of 70% of the electricity consumption, where the HVAC-system of buildings
uses 30% of the total energy consumption (cf. [54]), and a stagnation of these values
is not detectable.
Moreover, studies have pointed out that HVAC-systems have equipment and opera-
tional problems, leading to side effects (cf. [54]). In fact, besides the lower indoor
comfort within buildings, in the case of HVAC, it provokes the waste of around 4% to
20% of consumed energy.
Additionally, the changing climate conditions put the main focus on sustainability.
That is why there is much research in the context of building optimization to avoid
wasting and help saving energy. In general, there are three approaches used in prac-
tice to model characteristics of buildings (cf. [13]). Their insight possibilities name
these models. The most non-transparent one is the black-box model. It uses statistic
approaches to extract relations from already gathered data. White-box models are
the most transparent ones because they are based on physics equations describing the
relations. Between these two, the grey-box model is combing both of them. The rise of
the artificial intelligence trend has especially pushed data-driven optimization used in
grey-box and black-box modeled approaches. But just like that, through the computa-
tional strength of modern computer also the physics-based, white-box, approach gained
more attention (cf. [41]). Next to the artificial intelligence methodology, rc-networks
(analogy to resistor and capacitance from electric circuits (cf. [13])) are the most
popular for grey-box modeling (cf. [30]). However, white-box approaches capture the
whole dynamics in buildings accurately and are favored when representing processing
signals of HVAC-systems (cf. [54, 41]). In comparison, white-box models are identified
to lead to 50% less energy consumption than in the same grey-box modeled building
when regulating temperature (cf. [69]).
Furthermore, white-box models do not rely on specific building data when training the
model compared to black-box and grey-box approaches. Therefore, it is more suitable
when the model should generally be applicable to more buildings, i.e. it is a more
generalized and flexible model. However, since it is based on physical relations, they
are well known as non-linear in most cases.
When considering non-linear functions in the context of mathematical optimization,
they can lead to problems. As known from mathematical analysis, non-linear functions
have got local and global optima. In the case of optimization, this differentiation leads
to problems: It can not be guaranteed that a global optimum can be found in finite
time, which could lead to no solution at all (cf. [64]). In contrast, linear functions
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do not exhibit this behavior so that they enable finding global optima efficiently in
polynomial time (cf. [44]). This class of optimization is called linear programming.
For applying linear programming to non-linear functions, the investigated function can
be linearized to obtain the desired goal. Nevertheless, this approximation results in an
error and can be concluded into a tradeoff between accuracy and simplicity. However,
Picard et al. [68] have pointed out that linearized building optimization can be
performed with a minor error of ± 1K in temperature.
On this basis, optimal control for buildings is focused. This means that building
optimization in terms of energy consumption combined with a white-box model and
linearization is investigated in this thesis to predict an optimal control strategy for a
building.

1.2. Related work

With the focus of the thesis, this section considers related work in the area of linear
building optimization based on white-box models. This contains the three steps of
building modeling, linearization and optimization.

Building modeling

Author Objective

Ashouri et al. [17] optimization of linear grey-box model
Skruch [76] modeling framework for white-box model
Underwood and Yik [80] derivation of white-box model

based on physical explanations
Clemens [29] white-box model of solar impact on buildings

Table 1: Summary table of building modeling.

Harish and Kumar review 52 paper about building modeling including optimization
on ten categories. For example, they distinguish between the modeled subsystem of
buildings (walls, doors, etc.), the modeling approach and the optimization method. It
is noticeable that only seven paper make white-box models a subject of discussion,
while Ashouri et al. [17] presents the only paper which deals with linear optimiza-
tion for energy minimization. But, they do not model the building itself. They consider
the building a basic single zone in a 1R1C thermal model. Additionally, building ser-
vices, such as pumps and storages, are added. In fact, all used relations are linear. So,
linearization is not needed.
Based on the first thermodynamic law (cf. subsection 2.2), Skruch [76] defines a gen-
eralized building modeling framework considering a basis thermal model dispatching
thermal power by conduction and ventilation, and gaining heat by radiators, the sun
and internal sources. Optimization is not applied.
Underwood and Yik [80] show a detailed discussion for energy transfer within build-
ings. It is based on physical relations and considers all detailed side effects. Moreover,
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details about assumptions, simplifications, linearization and implementation are pro-
vided.
The energy impact of solar radiation is stated with an equation to the power four (cf.
subsection 2.2). Clemens [29] shows a linear approximation of its energy impact. It
is embedded into a simulation of overheating of buildings where the temperature is
modeled as one thermal zone which is affected only by solar radiation.
In conclusion, white-box models are generally based on the first thermodynamic law
considering an equilibrium of energy balance within thermal zones (cf. e.g. [57, 62, 13,
61]).

Linear building optimization

Author Linearization method

Picard et al. [68] Taylor approach with Jacobian linearization
and finite differences

Antunes et al. [15] Finite differences
Pinzon et al. [70] Linearization of individual polynomials

by Taylor + finite differences + regression
Wu and Sun [85] Simplified linear relation for radiation
Pajot et al. [67] Taylor approach

Table 2: Summary table of linear building optimization.

When it comes to linearizing building models, Picard et al. [68] propose an ap-
proach based on first-order Taylor polynomials in combination with Jacobian lineariza-
tion and finite differences. They obtain an error typically below ± 1K in the course of
the building temperature. Additionally, in [69] the model is further analyzed with an
error mostly smaller than ± 0.1K.
Antunes et al. [15] discuss models for mixed integer linear programming (MILP)
to optimize the energy cost for thermostatically-controlled AC systems. Next to the
basic room modeling, which is based on an energy balance with averaged conductive
heat transfer and neglected internal loads, they use the approach of finite differences
over time-steps ∆t for linearization.
Also, quadratic programming is used for optimizing an HVAC-system with variable air
volume (VAV), as indicated in [45]. Next to the fact that they could find only local
optima, they use the trapezoidal discretization for approximating the time variation
as piecewise time steps of zone temperatures.
A related approach with discrete time steps is suggested by Pinzon et al. [70].
However, the linearization is not performed globally for the whole equation. They
investigate individual non-linear polynomials with three different approaches, Taylor,
finite differences and regression for already gathered data.
Another estimate for linear optimization is proposed by Wu and Sun [85]. Their
approximation considers only linear phenomena, such as steady state conduction (cf.
section 2.2) in the energy balance, which leads to a linear system. Besides, they use a
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simplified linear equation for the approximated impact of radiation
Even if the focus is set on white-box models, grey-box models must also be linearized
when it comes to linear optimization. Yokoyama et al. [87] approximate the used
rc-network by linear lower and upper boundaries, which are explained in the paper.
Pajot et al. [67] similarly proceed who explained the approximation of solar radi-
ation, on the one hand by a fixed value and on the other hand by a linear depending
value based on a tailer development for the surface temperature.
Also, the results of Ostadijafari and Dubey [66] show that a feedback-based lin-
earization performs as well as a non-linear one in the context of a closed-loop model-
predictive controller of HVAC-systems reducing energy costs. The reason for this is
the nature of the linearization method, which is also called the exact linearization,
and does not produce any approximation errors (cf. [12]). However, it is essential to
highlight that the other optimizations of buildings are based on open-loop control to
predict a control strategy which is also the focus of this thesis.

All in all, this section shows that there is no consistent approach from a structured
starting point of modeling a generalized building until efficiently optimizing its energy
costs.

1.3. Research question

To conclude, the goal of this thesis consists of setting up a structured approach to
optimize the energy costs of a building. This includes a generalized white-box model
for buildings so that it is applicable as a modular framework in representing static
properties of buildings and, secondly, their thermal dynamics. In the next step, the
mathematical part of that model must be linearized suitably. Afterwards, the model
is optimized via a linear program.
Within the scope of the thesis, the following research question (RQ) is answered:

RQ: How can the energy costs of an HVAC-building be optimized in terms of linear
programming?

Besides, the subsequent subquestions are used to indicate the workflow:

RQ1: How can constructional characteristics of a building be described in a logical
representation?

RQ2: How can dynamic heat transfers within a building be modeled?

RQ3: How can a linear program be used for optimizing that building model?

Moreover, the following subquestions are answered when the derived approach is vali-
dated with a case study:

a. Which effects have interpolation in the case of linearization?
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b. Which effects have the time difference, ∆t, when approximating the next state
of the building?

c. Which effects have energy prices on the optimization?

d. Which effects have weather on the model?

e. Which effects have building configurations on the optimization?

1.4. Outline

The thesis is structured as follows. First, section 2 focuses on building modeling.
Thereby, a generic white-box model is derived from physical relations based on in-
vestigating different building components, such as walls, and heating devices, such as
radiators. In section 3, the approach of optimization is explained. This includes the
adaptation of the building’s model to be used as a valid input for optimization. Af-
terwards, the implementation of general problems is thematized. Then, a case study
is performed to evaluate the whole concluded approach. In the end, a conclusion is
drawn, and aspects for future work are pointed out.
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2. Thermodynamics and building modeling

To discuss the optimization of heat costs in buildings in the following chapters, it is
necessary to have a copy of reality first, on which the optimization acts. For this pur-
pose, a generally valid thermal model has to be derived, which illustrates a building’s
heat dynamics.
Thus, the chapter is structured as follows. In the beginning, the applied methodology
is presented. The next section states the basic principles of thermodynamics required
for modeling (see subsection 2.2). Subsequently, the first submodel, a static model
for buildings’ structural properties, is explained in subsection 2.3. Then, the second
submodel based on physics is given to show the heat transfers within buildings without
heating or cooling elements (see section 2.4). Afterwards, different components of an
HVAC-system are investigated, and their thermal effects are added to the model (see
subsection 2.5). In the end, the complete model is given in subsection 2.6.

2.1. Methodology

The process of deriving a generally valid model is inspired by Hoffmann [40] and
is based on model theory. Thus, in this section, an explanation model is derived,
which indicates the heat transfer within a building. It is deduced from two submodels.
Thereby, the submodels have a purely descriptive function and represent empirical
observations, whereas the explanation model combines correlations, regularities, and
causes from the submodels to improve them, predict future behavior or explain a
behavior (cf. [40]).
In fact, the searched explanation model (III.), representing the dynamic heat behavior
of buildings, is based on two submodels (I. + II.; see Figure 1).

1m
2

60m2

°C
III

I II

Figure 1: The explanation of heat transfer within a building is based on two individual
submodels.
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In heat transfer background, a building is defined by its constructions since these imply
further heat movements. So, the first submodel (I.) is completely uncoupled of dynamic
thermal processes and shows the constructional properties of buildings, e.g. room sizes,
wall thicknesses, and used materials. In other words, it formalizes a static and logical
representation of a building.
The second submodel (II.) concludes the thermodynamic processes of heat transfer
within buildings in general, i.e. per generic square meter. It shows the broad impact
of heat on building elements, such as walls, windows, or HVAC-components.
In conclusion, the explanatory model, the combination of the two descriptive models
above, clarifies how heat acts in a building.

2.2. Thermodynamics foundations

Cengel [27] introduces thermodynamics as the science describing the amount of
heat transfer, which a system performs when changing from one equilibrium state to
another. Moreover, it does not indicate the needed time. The rate of heat transfer is
the exciting part.
The necessary basics of thermodynamics needed for the main goal, especially about
heat transfer, are given in this section. Thereby, the physical rules and explanations
are based on El Hefni and Bouskela [33], Cengel [27] and Bergman [23].

2.2.1. Types of systems

In general, in thermodynamics, three types of systems can be identified depending on
their mass and energy exchange capability beyond systems boundaries (cf. Figure 2).

Figure 2: Three types of thermodynamic systems (see [33]).

Isolated systems are the simplest ones. As the name indicates, they are entirely
isolated from the environment. Therefore, they exchange neither energy nor mass
across their boundaries. These systems are an idealization of reality.
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Closed systems have a fixed amount of mass. This means that no mass can cross
the system’s boundary. In contrast, energy can be exchanged with the system’s sur-
roundings.

Open systems usually involve mass flow. So, they allow energy and mass exchange
across their boundaries. They are also known as control volume.

2.2.2. State conditions

When systems change their states from one equilibrium to another, this is called a
process. Thereby, processes can be performed under different conditions that imply
specific behaviours.

Steady means that the process proceeds all the time in equilibrium. This means that
state parameters do not change with time. Thus, the system is independent of time.
However, properties may change in position.

Non-steady/ transient is the opposite of steady, and properties are dependent on
time. The velocity of a ball freely falling started by zero, for example.

Quasi-steady shows an often applied simplification. If the system keeps infinitesi-
mally close to equilibrium during a process all the time, then it is quasi-steady. This
means that sufficiently slow transient processes can be treated with steady state con-
ditions to facilitate more straightforward calculations.

2.2.3. Notion of heat and thermal energy

In day for day use, the terms of heat and thermal energy are often used equivalent.
However, heat transfer describes thermal energy, which is transferred from one system
to another due to temperature differences, i.e. thermal energy in transit. In thermo-
dynamics, heat transfer and heat are often treated equivalent.
The heat Q is measured in the unit Joule ([J ]). On a rate basis, the heat transferred
per unit of time Q̇ is given in Watt ([W = J

s
]). Also, heat transfer processes are often

generalized by the heat flux q, which reduces the heat on a rate basis supplementary
to the flow per unit of area with unit [ W

m2 ]. It is given by:

q =
Q

A ·∆t
=
Q̇

A
(1)

2.2.4. Laws of Thermodynamics

The two laws of thermodynamics describe the relations between the characteristics of
surfaces.
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First law The first law states the conservation of energy within a system. This means
that the only way to change the amount of energy in a system (Est) consists of crossing
the system’s boundaries. Due to the fact that energy is always converted during a
process to another form, the balance holds because energy cannot only ’appear’ or
’disappear’ (cf. Figure 3). In fact, the law addresses the amount of total energy.

Figure 3: Conservation of energy in a closed system and for a control volume (see [23]).

For closed systems, it holds that

∆Etot
st = Q−W (2)

where ∆Etot
st is the change in stored total energy. Q is the heat energy moved to the

system and W the work done by the system.
Thereby, E describes the sum of all forms of energy. Concluded in an energy balance
for a control volume, it means that:

∆Est = Ein − Eout + Eg (3)

where
Est stored energy in the system,
Ein energy entering the system,
Eout energy leaving the system,
Eg energy generated in the system.

Second law There are many ways to express the second law. In order to provide only
a general insight into the subject, one of the most important findings of the second law
is given here:

Heat energy spontaneously flows from a hot body to a cold body.

In other words, that means that if there is heat transfer Q from one body to another,
the direction is given per definition. In fact, if the heat flow from body B1 with
temperature T1 happens to body B2 with temperature T2, then it holds that T1 > T2.
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2.2.5. Types of thermal heat transfer

Heat transfer can be reduced to three main types. If there is a fluid flowing between
two bodies, then the heat is transferred by convection. If the fluid does not flow, i.e.
it is at rest, then the process of conduction is completed. The third case does not need
contact between or presence of the bodies, e.g. vacuum, and is called radiation. Of
course, any combination of transfer is possible.

Conduction requires contact between (parts) of bodies. The physical relation is based
on Fourier’s law from 1822:

Q̇ = −k∇T = −k(i
∂T

∂x
+ j

∂T

∂y
+ k

∂T

∂z
) (4)

where Q̇ is the rate of heat flow [W ] and k the thermal conductivity of the material,
which has got the unit [ W

mk
].

For cartesian coordinates with a one-dimensional heat transfer, the equation can be
reduced to:

Q̇ = −k∂T
∂x

(5)

Moreover, when taking constraints into account of steady state conditions, the equation
can be concluded as follows:

Q̇ = k ∗ A ∗ T1 − T2

L
(6)

with
A area of heat exchange surface [m2],
∆T temperature difference between the two surfaces,
L thickness of the material in [m].

Convection happens when fluid is in contact with two bodies at a different temper-
ature so that the fluid can transfer the heat from the warmer to the colder zone. In
detail, there are two distinctions of convection. On the one hand, there is the natural
convection where the fluid’s movement is caused only by the temperature differences.
On the other hand, forced convection is obtained using a pump or a fan to move the
fluid.
Newton has expressed the heat transfer by convection in steady state conditions with
the following equation:

Q̇ = h ∗ A ∗ (T1 − T2) (7)

with h convection heat transfer coefficient expressed with the unit [ W
m2k

].
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Radiation is based on the exchange of thermal energy by matter through space. The
law given by Stefan Boltzmann describes the heat transfer in the case of radiation:

Q̇ = ε ∗ A ∗ σ ∗ T 4 (8)

where
ε is emissivity of surface (0 < ε < 1),
A area of surface [m2],
σ Stefan-Boltzmann constant with 5.67 · 10−8 [ W

m2K4 ],
T surface temperature.

2.3. Model for structural building properties

By starting with a top-down approach for the whole building modeling, the outside
perspective is taken where the building is one extensive system. The first step is to
derive a static image of the investigating building without thermal dynamics. That
includes all its structural properties, e.g. room sizes, wall thicknesses, and used mate-
rials, since these characteristics are essential when dealing with heat transfer. In other
words, all constructional parameters influencing the temperature have to be identified.
Therefore, an abstract model must be developed, which can be applied to individual
buildings to formalize the constructional information logically.
So, the goal is a model formalizing all the structural properties of a building. Thus,
this model fulfills two subgoals. First, it divides a building into rooms and shows
their connections to each other. And second, it defines these rooms by their thermal
character, which is needed for further heat calculations. In other words, this model
maps a building to an energy system with all its crucial parameters.

2.3.1. Approach

If a building is viewed from outside, the building shapes a local energy system influ-
enced by its surrounding environment. According to the first law of thermodynamics,
this system has to be balanced. Under the assumption of a fixed amount of mass
inside the building, it is seen as a closed system, i.e. there is no mass exchange with
the environment, but an exchange in inflowing and outflowing energy (see Figure 4).
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Figure 4: Closed energy system of a building.

According to the computer science principle ’divide and conquer’, this system, i.e. the
building, can be divided into less complex parts that have to be balanced. In the con-
text of heat exchange, these parts are called thermal zones. They are used to divide a
building into multiple smaller zones to enable an easier formulation of complex thermal
relations (cf. [9]). Generally, these zones equal to enclosed rooms of the building or to
a set of rooms which should maintain the same temperature (cf. [29]).
To keep the system balanced, not only the indoor zones have to be considered. Also,
the outside environment (as indicated by the exemplary sun in Figure 4) has to be
modeled to ensure the correct balances. In fact, the outside surrounding of the build-
ing can be split further into ground (zoneground), on which the building is built, and
the enveloping atmosphere (zoneoutside).
Based on these thermal zones of a building and the modeling idea of Skruch [76], a
graph-based model is proposed to define the static thermal characteristics of a build-
ing. Moreover, a four-step procedure is included to illustrate how to get the final
representation.

2.3.2. Model

With the extension of Skruch [76], a building can be mapped to an undirected graph
G = (V,E) to obtain a logical formalization of its construction plan. Thereby, thermal
zones are represented by nodes and thermal relations from zone to zone by edges, e.g.
separated by a wall. The graph G is defined as follows:

V = {zone1, ..., zonen, zoneoutside, zoneground}

E = {(x, y)|x, y ∈ V and x and y have got a thermal connection}

12



where n = number of thermal zones in the building.
So, this graph gives a floor plan of a building (cf. Figure 5) when considering a two-
dimensional representation of the graph on paper. This means that thermal relations
to other floors, e.g. an upper floor, are not shown graphically but considered in the
adjacency matrix. Moreover, the outside zone Zo is shown for a graphical reason only
by four nodes. Formally it is one.

Zo

Zo

Zo

Zo Z1

Z2

Z3

Figure 5: Exemplary floor modeled as graph with three interior thermal zones.

Nevertheless, having a ”thermal connection”, i.e. an edge, is not sufficient to describe
building properties. In the context of heat transfer, the characteristics of a zone are
more sophisticated. When considering a zone, it is evident that the zone temperature
depends on the zone volume and its boundaries to the exterior since these boundaries
control the energy exchanges. For example, a small room is heated faster than a bigger
one, or the material of walls, concrete vs light plasterboard, affects the zone’s isolation.
As a result, the edge relations have to be specified further than just stating in a binary
way that it exists or not.
So, if there is an edge between two nodes, it indicates a thermal relation between zonei
and zonej with additional properties/parameters that concretize the system bound-
aries. For example, this means that there is a physical separator between two zones, a
wall. Therefore, the area of the surface Ai,j, which connects the two systems zonei and
zonej, is essential. Furthermore, not only the area but also the thickness of the wall is
decisive. Moreover, the material of the wall plays an essential role and implies with the
depending thermal conductivity the speed of temperature deviations within the zone.
In contrast, if the wall includes a window, the heat transfer is obviously affected.
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The following parameters, belonging either to a node or an edge, are crucial when it
comes to heat transfer in buildings.

Object Relevant information

zone (node) air volume
heating & cooling device properties
temperature profile

zone boundary (edge) conductivity
heat capacity
thickness
emissivity
transmissivity
absorptivity
surface area
tilting angle
orientation to the sun
density

All these parameters are used and explained throughout this thesis. However, for a
suitable model, this information is necessary.
Depending on their object of purpose, zone properties, such as zone size, are assigned
to a node, and properties of zone boundaries, such as wall thickness, are added to
edges. They can be listed by adding other tables to the nodes or edges. An example
is given in the case study in subsection 5.2.
The following four steps will illustrate the presented approach in a more summarized
form. They have to be executed to obtain the final static model for a building:

1. Identify number of levels of the building and initialize one graph per level.

2. Identify the zones per level and initialize the corresponding nodes.

3. Identify thermal connections of zones and connect the nodes via edges.

4. Identify specific zone parameters and add them via tables to the corresponding
graph component (node or edge).

In conclusion, this section builds up the first descriptive model to formalize the struc-
tural properties of buildings.

2.4. Thermodynamics model for buildings physics

After modeling the whole static building as a big picture (subsection 2.3), the point
of view is restricted to one thermal zone. Thus, the generic exterior and interior heat
transfers of a zone are explained in a white-box, physics, model.
Therefore, the deviation of temperature in one zone is derived from the foundations of
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Bergman [23]. As described in the previous section, the starting point for physical
relations is an energy balance within that zone. Due to the first law of thermodynam-
ics, the conservation of energy within one zone is described as follows, since energy can
not disappear:

Ėin + Ėg − Ėout −
dEst
dt

= 0 (9)

dEst
dt

= Ėin + Ėg − Ėout (10)

In other words, this means that the stored energy Est, the total introduced energy
Ein, and the generated energy inside the zone Eg are equal to the total energy leaving
the zone Eout. In the context discussed here, the energy is described by heat Q only.
Mechanical work does not occur.
Additionally, the stored energy, respectively the stored heat, is defined as:

Ėst = Q̇st =
d

dt
(cρV T ) (11)

where cρV represents the overall heat capacity of the zone volume V with density ρ
and c specific heat capacity as well as its air temperature T .
Combining equations 10 and 11, the relations lead to:

Q̇st =
d

dt
(cρV T ) = Q̇in + Q̇g − Q̇out (12)

In fact, a thermal zone has got a fixed air volume with assumed constant air density
and consequently constant specific heat capacity of air. When assuming that the in-
door air is well mixed, then the following equation can be concluded:

C
dT

dt
= Q̇in + Q̇g − Q̇out (13)

with C = cρV .
So, it reports the change of temperature within a zone with constant overall heat capac-
ity depending on the ingoing and outgoing thermal heat transfer (cf. e.g. [80, 29, 76]).
As a building has multiple zones in general, the equation above is indexed to indicate
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the affiliation to zone Zi.

CZi
dTZi
dt

= Q̇in
Zi

+ Q̇g
Zi
− Q̇out

Zi
(14)

Thus, equation 14 states the general energy balance for one zone. This allows evalu-
ating internal and external gains and heat losses to obtain the zone temperature (cf.
[9]). Moreover, the dependence on the in- and outgoing thermal heat flow enables the
regulation of the temperature. In addition, the equation can be rewritten as follows
when considering the direction of the flows that all ingoing heat flows are positive and
outgoing flows negative:

CZi
dTZi
dt

=
∑

Q̇Zi (15)

for all occurring heat flows Q̇ in a thermal zone Zi.

Now, the potential heat flows for zones are missing. Therefore, in the following, indi-
vidual components of buildings, which add or remove heat energy, have to be investi-
gated. First of all, based on Underwood and Yik [80] static building components,
such as walls and windows, are analyzed. Then, HVAC-components are considered in
subsection 2.5.

2.4.1. Wall, roof, ceiling and floor

The heat transfers occurring at walls, roofs, ceilings and floors are all based on the
same approach (cf. [80]). Therefore, in this subsection, a one-layered wall is used as an
explanation object, and the impacts on the zone temperature are derived from interior
to exterior.
The following heat flow Q̇Wi

is needed because this flow influences the zone energy
balance.

Q̇Wi
= AWi

· qWi,conv,in (16)

The heat flow is characterized by the surface area of the wall AWi
(captured in the first

static submodel) and the convective heat flux qWi,conv,in. This heat flux is caused by
wall Wi with thickness L (cf. Figure 6) and is given by convection of the wall’s interior
surface (Wi,in) and the zone’s air:

qWi,conv,in = hWi,conv,in (TWi,in − Ti) (17)

where
hWi,conv,in convective heat transfer coefficient at interior wall surface i,
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Ti indoor temperature,
TWi,in interior surface temperature of wall i.

For the convective heat transfer coefficient, there are formulas for calculation which
are discussed in the following energy balances. However, for the calculation of the
zone temperature, the interior wall surface temperature is missing. This is why the
following analysis is needed.
By relating the results of two energy balances at the following points (cf. Figure 6),
the wall temperature can be determined:

1. Energy balance at the interior wall surface described as Wi,in at position (x = L)

2. Energy balance at the exterior wall surface described as Wi,ex at position (x = 0)

Figure 6: Effective heat flows at an exterior wall with higher outside temperature than
inside temperature (see [80]).

These two energy balances are explained in the following.
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Energy balance at the interior wall surface (x = L): According to the graphical
representation in Figure 6, the balance is composed of all types of heat transfer meth-
ods. In fact, these are conduction (cond), convection (conv), short wave solar radiation
(sol), long wave radiation from other surfaces (radS ), and long wave radiation from
internal sources (radInt):

qWi,cond = qWi,conv,in − qWi,sol,in − qWi,radS,in − qWi,radInt,in (18)

Every heat flux is individually explained in the following:

qWi,cond - Conduction through the wall i:
Due to the slow heat movements in buildings, the conduction is treated as quasi-static.

qWi,cond = k · TWi,ex − TWi,in

L
(19)

with
k thermal conductivity of the wall,
L thickness of the wall,
TWi,ex temperature at exterior wall surface (x = 0),
TWi,in temperature at interior wall surface (x = L).

qWi,conv,in - Convection at the interior surface of wall i:

qWi,conv,in = hWi,conv,in (TWi,in − Ti) (20)

where
Ti indoor temperature,
TWi,in interior surface temperature of wall i.

However, the estimation of the convective heat transfer coefficient for internal surfaces
depends on various side effects, as forced or natural convection and the direction of the
flow. Due to the non-trivial estimation of these, ASHRAE [18] proposes simplified
calculations for horizontal and vertical surfaces exchanging heat with air:

hWi,conv,in,vertical = 1.42

(
|∆T |
H

)0.25

(21)

hWi,conv,in,horizontal = 0.59

(
|∆T |
H

)0.25

(22)

with
∆T temperature difference of air and wall,
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H characteristic length of the wall (e.g. height in case of a vertical wall).

Thereby the absolute value of the temperature difference is needed. Otherwise, the
direction of the heat flux could change, although it is not the case.
Since the general coefficient can vary by a factor of 5 to 6, in the literature can be
found more methods for calculation (cf. eg. [46, 11, 21, 20]).

qWi,sol,in - Solar radiation at the interior surface of wall i:
The solar heat gain calculation at interior parts of the room is complicated due to the
determination of the following parameters:

- The interior surfaces which are directly affected by solar radiation. They are
not constant, vary by time and weather, and their exact determination is not
practicable.

- The concatenated sum of energy caused by reflected and absorbed radiation
across surfaces until the solar radiation is totally used, caused by the high number
of different ’things’ in the room.

Caused by these reasons, the interior heat gain from solar radiation is further sim-
plified in the entire zone in general. It is assumed that the two components of solar
radiation, direct and diffuse radiation, are uniformly distributed over the floor (direct
and diffuse radiation) and to all surfaces inside the room (diffuse radiation). Therefore,
the differentiation, which object absorbs the radiation, is essential because direct and
diffuse radiation are differently considered for the following objects. Since the general
explanation is based on walls, but they can be analogously applied to the other objects:

- If the object is a wall, window, or a ceiling, then only the diffuse radiation from
window WGj contributes to the heat gain of the object:

qWi,sol,in =

∑
j AWG,jτd,jIj, d

Atot

(23)

- If the object is a floor, then also the direct radiation is added in addition to the
diffuse radiation:

qWi,sol,in =

∑
j AWG,jτd,jIj, d

Atot

+

∑
j SLFj · AWG,jτD,jIj,D

A floor

(24)

with
Atot sum of areas of all N enclosed surfaces within a zone (walls, windows, floor, ceil-
ing),
A floor area of the floor,
AWG,j area of window j,
τd,j diffuse solar radiation transmissivity of window j,
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τD,j direct solar radiation transmissivity of window j,
Ij, d diffuse radiation intensity on a surface in the same direction as window j,
Ij,D direct radiation intensity on a surface in the same direction as window j,
SLFj fraction of area of window j with direct solar radiation contact.

Since transmissivity is a unique value for each glazing components and might be not
known, DIN 4108 [3] gives generalized transmissivity values for different windows.
More in detail, transmissivity (and absorptivity; important for window temperature
in subsubsection 2.4.2) is calculated for specific beam angles by ASHRAE (cf. [18]).
However, this is also related to a standard glass called DSA (double strength, heat
absorbing).

qWi,radS,in - Long wave radiation heat exchange with other enclosing surfaces at wall i:

A method to obtain that heat gain is a radiation heat transfer network analysis (for
more information, see [80]). However, this method implies the concrete calculation of
all shape factors within the zone.
Therefore, Underwood and Yik [80] propose using the MRT/Bal method, which
acts as a reasonable tradeoff between simplicity and accuracy. Then, the heat flux can
be determined as:

− qWi,radS,in = σFMRT,i

(
T 4
i − T 4

MRT,i

)
− qBa (25)

This method introduces a fictitious surface for exchanging the long wave radiation of
wall i with N other surfaces. Its shape factor1 is constructed as:

FMRT,i =
1

1−εi
εi

+ 1 +
AWi(1−εMRT,i)
AMRT,iεMRT,i

(26)

Moreover, it has the surface temperature TMRT,i:

TMRT,i =
N∑
j=1

AjεjTj
AMRT,iεMRT,i

( for j 6= i) (27)

The area of the fictitious surface is stated as:

AMRT,i = Atot − AWi
=

N∑
j=1

Aj( for j 6= i) (28)

where Atot sums up the area of all N enclosed surfaces within a zone (walls, windows,
floor, ceiling).
Lastly, the emissivity is determined as:

1Shape factor Fi,j , also called view factor, describes the fraction of radiation leaving surface i and
received by surface j.
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εMRT,i =
N∑
j=1

Ajεj
AMRT,i

( for j 6= i) (29)

Additionally, the used simplifications in the shape factor and temperature of that
method lead to imbalances in the total radiant energy. For correction, a balance term
is introduced, which is valid for all surfaces:

qBal =

∑N
i=1 σAiFMRT,i

(
T 4

MRT,i − T 4
i

)
Atot

(30)

qWi,radInt,in - Long wave radiation by internal heat sources absorbed by wall i:
For the radiation of internal heat sources, e.g. radiators or internal loads by people,
it is assumed that radiation is uniformly distributed to all enclosed surfaces, such as
walls, floor, windows, and ceiling. So, the heat flux from the internal sources on each
surface Wi is formalized as:

qWi,radInt,in =

∑
j Q̇j,Rad

Atot

(31)

where
Q̇j,Rad rate of radiation from internal source j,
Atot sum of areas of allN enclosed surfaces within a zone (walls, windows, floor, ceiling).

Energy balance at the exterior wall surface (x = 0): The balance at the exterior
side of wall i is influenced by the following heat fluxes (cf. Figure 6):

qWi,conv,ex + qWi,sol,ex + qWi,rad,ex = qWi,cond (32)

Each heat flux is explained in the following paragraphs:

qWi,conv,ex - Convection at the exterior part of wall i:

qWi,conv,ex = hWi,conv,ex(To − TWi,ex) (33)

where
hWi,conv,ex convective heat transfer coefficient at external wall surface i,
To outside temperature,
TWi,ex external surface temperate of wall i.
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Due to the consideration of the thermal effect of wind, the convective heat transfer
coefficient depends on wind speed and direction. Underwood and Yik suggest the
use of the MoWiTT (Mobile Windows Thermal Test) model from Yazdanian and
Klems [86] to determine the convective heat transfer coefficient as:

hWi,conv,ex =
√

[Ct(To − TWi,ex)
1/3]2 + [avb0]2 (34)

where
Ct turbulent natural convection constant,
v0 wind speed at standard conditions,
a, b constants.

The specific constants of that method are given below:

Wind direction Ct

(
Wm−2 K−4/3

)
a
(

W m−2 K ( m s−1)
b
)

b (−)

Windward 0.84 2.38 0.89
Leeward 0.84 2.86 0.617

Figure 7: MoWiTT model constants (see [80]).

However, in the context of linear optimization, the MoWiTT model would lead to prob-
lems. Due to its complex non-linear structure regarding the exterior wall temperature
TWi,ex, the linear approximation of this term would provoke errors. In this foresight,
an alternative model is already presented. Mirsadeghi et al. [60] investigated the
popularity and analyzed models for convective heat transfer coefficients. In general,
it resulted in the use of only one model for all types of buildings in the context of
building energy simulation (BES). The following model by McAdam is used as usual:

hWi,conv,ex = 5.678
(
m+ n

( v0

0.3048

)p)
(35)

Thereby, the following parameters m,n, p are used for the roughness of the surface and
wind speed:

Figure 8: Constant parameters for the model by McAdam (see [60]).
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qWi,sol,ex - Solar radiation at the exterior part of wall i:

qWi,sol,ex = αWi,ex ∗ IWi,T,ex (36)

where
αWi,ex solar absorptivity of external wall surface i,
IWi,T,ex total intensity of solar radiation at external wall surface i.

Due to its complexity, the explanation for the solar intensity calculation is given in
subsubsection 2.4.3.

qWi,rad,ex - Long wave radiation at the exterior part of wall i:
Based on physical relations, the heat flux is given as:

qWi,rad,ex = εWi,ex ∗σ{FWi,A[T 4
o −T 4

Wi,ex
]+FWi,G[T 4

G−T 4
Wi,ex

]+FWi,S[T 4
S−T 4

Wi,ex
]} (37)

where
εWi,ex long wave emissivity of external wall surface i,
σ Stefan-Boltzmann constant,
FWi,A shape factor between external wall surface i and outdoor air,
FWi,G shape factor between external wall surface i and ground,
FWi,S shape factor between external wall surface i and sky,
TS sky temperature,
TG ground temperature.

However, to better handle that heat flux in terms of computational effort, it is possible
to simplify exterior long wave radiation further as follows.
Since the radiation leaving an object can not be more than 100%, it is conserved. The
summation rule (cf. [23]) of shape factors2 defines that the sum has to equal one:

FWi,A + FWi,G + FWi,S = 1 (38)

With this condition, the following manipulations can be executed to eliminate the
shape factor between a wall and outside air:

qWi,Rad,ex =εWi
σ
{[
FWi,AT

4
o + FWi,GT

4
G + FWi,ST

4
S

]
− [FWi, A + FWi,G + FWi,S]T 4

Wi

}
=εWi

σ
{[
FWi,AT

4
o + FWi,GT

4
G + FWi,ST

4
S

− (FWi, A + FWi,G + FWi,Sky)T 4
o

]
+
[
T 4

o − T 4
Wi

]}
=εWi

σ
{[
FWi,G

(
T 4

G − T 4
o

)
+ FWi,S

(
T 4

S − T 4
o

)
+
(
T 4

o − T 4
Wi

)]}
(39)

2Shape factor Fi,j , also called view factor, describes the fraction of radiation leaving surface i and
received by surface j.
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So, a vertical wall indicates the shape factor to ground and sky by FW,G = FW,Sky = 0.5.
For tilted surfaces with angle β to the horizontal, it holds that:

FW,G =
1− cos β

2
(40)

FW,S =
1 + cos β

2
(41)

Furthermore, there are different approaches to approximate the needed sky and ground
temperature.
For the sky temperature, the easiest method is to subtract 6K from the outside tem-
perature. More sophisticated methods to predict the sky temperature under cloudy
sky are shown for example by Kimura [48], Clarke [28] and Ronoh and Rath
[72].
Secondly, the ground temperature can be assumed to equal the outside temperature
(cf. [51]). A more accurate estimate with temperatures of sub-surfaces is presented by
Kusuda and Achenbach [50].

Moreover, further summarizing manipulation can be performed by introducing a radi-
ation heat transfer coefficients for the outdoor air:

hWi,RadO,ex =
εWi,exσ

(
T 4

o − T 4
Wi,ex

)
To − TWi,ex

(42)

As well as for the ground:

hWi,RadG,ex =
εWi,exσFWi,G (T 4

G − T 4
o )

TG − To

(43)

And for the sky:

hWi,RadS,ex =
εWi,exσFWi,S (T 4

S − T 4
o )

TS − To

(44)

Then, the exterior radiation heat flux concludes to:

qWi,Rad,ex =hWi,RadO,ex (To − TWi,ex)

+ hWi,RadG,ex (TG − To) + hWi,RadS,ex (TS − To)
(45)

Nonetheless, Underwood and Yik [80] propose another simplification, which is
advantageous for the upcoming linearization in the context of optimization.
By an approximation of each radiation heat transfer coefficient concerning the 4-th
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power, the exponent can be decreased to the power of 3 with a reasonable accuracy.
The coefficients are approximated by:

T 4
o − T 4

Wi,ex

To − TWi,ex

≈ 4 · T 3
Avg,o,Wi

= 4

(
To + TWi,ex

2

)3

(46)

T 4
G − T 4

o

TG − To

≈ 4 · T 3
Avg,G,o = 4

(
TG + To

2

)3

(47)

T 4
S − T 4

o

TS − To

≈ 4 · T 3
Avg,S,o = 4

(
TS + To

2

)3

(48)

Thus, the approximations can be directly substituted to obtain the following simplified
radiant heat transfer coefficients:

hWi,RadO,ex = 4εWi,exσT
3
Avg,o,Wi

(49)

hWi,RadG,ex = 4εWi,exσFWi,GT
3
Avg,G,o (50)

hWi,RadS,ex = 4εWi,exσFWi,ST
3
Avg,S,o (51)

So, as a result Equation 45 gives the radiation heat flux at the exterior wall surface
with radiation heat transfer coefficient to the power of 4 or a simplified version to the
power of 3.

2.4.2. Window

The heat transfer that happens on a window glazing component WGi is comparable
to the process at walls. Thus, the heat flow Q̇WGi which affects the zone temperature
is given as:

Q̇WGi = AWGi · qWGi,conv,in = AWGi · hWGi,in(TWG − Ti) (52)

Still, additionally, solar radiation can be transmitted through it (cf. Figure 9) and
heats enclosing surfaces in the zones (see the paragraph about solar radiation at the
interior surface of walls for the impact of that).
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Figure 9: Effective heat flows at an exterior one-layered window with higher outside
temperature than inside temperature (see [80]).

Even though the conduction heat transfer through the glazing is disregarded in the
case of one-layered windows. Caused by the, in comparison to other objects, thin glass
thickness, a uniform temperature for the interior and exterior surface can be assumed.
Compared to walls, this means that TWi,ex 6= TWi,in but TWG,ex = TWG,in = TWG, i.e.
the indoor and exterior temperature of the glazing are equal. So, the heat transfer via
conduction is neglected.
However, analogously to multi-layered walls, in the case of multi-layered windows, the
conduction process can be added as well for each layer of separating gas (see e.g. [18]).
Additionally, it is also possible to add the conduction through the glazing component
as well via the same approach. Nevertheless, the approach used here consists of the
neglect of conduction.
Also, there are more significant differences, which are shown in the following energy
balances for the interior and exterior surface of the window.

Energy balance at the interior window surface (x = L): The heat flux at the
interior side (described by qin) of window i depends in fact on convection and radiation
(cf. Figure 9), since the conduction is ignored due to the high conductivity of glass.
For the rest, the balance is identical to walls.
On this basis, the heat flux consists of:

qWGi,in = qWGi,conv,in − qWGi,sol,in − qWGi,radS,in − qWGi,radInt,in

= qWi,conv,in − qWi,sol,in − qWi,radS,in − qWi,radInt,in

(53)

Generalized heat transfer coefficients for convection depending on the number of win-
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dows layers can be found in 30.6 ASHRAE [18].

Energy balance at the exterior window surface (x = 0) The heat flux at the
exterior side (described by qex) of window i is influenced nearly by the same factors as
already described in the case of walls (see subsubsection 2.4.1):

qWGi,ex = qWGi,conv,ex + qWGi,sol,ex + qWGi,rad,ex

= qWi,conv,ex + αθID + αdId + qWi,rad,ex

(54)

A window does not absorb the radiation completely. It also transmits part of it to
the other side of the window. In other words, this means that solar radiation has to
be considered differentiated in the case of windows (second and third summand in the
equation above). Therefore, the diffuse and direct radiation is treated separately. The
explanation of how to get this separation is given in the next subsubsection 2.4.3.
Furthermore, ASHRAE [18] propose generalized values for the absorptivity for the
standard DSA glass.

2.4.3. Solar intensity calculation

The estimation of the total irradiance on a surface is not trivial since buildings are
affected by two solar radiation components: Direct and diffuse solar radiation. The
problem states in the provided information by meteorological station because they give
only the global measurement on the horizontal plane, which has to be decomposed
to the two components to calculate the total intensity for a wall. Due to the sun’s
relatively slow movements, a non-continuous consideration of the irradiance is sufficient
for building modeling, e.g. every 15min.
In general, these approximations are based on the correlation of the total horizontal
radiation IT,h and the clearness index kC :

kC =
IT,h

IE

(55)

where IE relates to the extraterrestrial radiation, representing the total solar radiation
on a horizontal surface without atmospherical constraints, i.e. a clear sky without
particles. It is given by Duffie and Beckman [32] as:

IE = I0 [1 + 0.033 cos (360nday/365)] cos (θh) (56)

with
I0 = 1367 W

m2 solar constant,
nday the numerical representation of the day of the year (1 ≤ nday ≤ 365),
θh the solar beam angle to the horizontal plane.

For the decomposition of the global irradiance on the horizontal plane, Underwood
and Yik shows the model of Skartveit and Olseth [75]. However, this is suitable
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for high northern latitudes only. A comparison of models for other global sites is given
by Duffie and Beckman [32].
Since Clemens [29] discusses a general building model about overheating by solar
radiation with the model of Liu and Jordan [55], that one is used in the following
to split the global into diffuse radiation Id:

Id

IT,h

= 1, 0045 + 0, 04349 · kC − 3, 5227 · k2
C + 2, 6313 · k3

C (57)

After the computation of the diffuse component, the direct part of the radiation can
be calculated with the following equation:

ID,h = IT,h − Id (58)

Liu and Jordan [56] propose the following calculation for a tilted surface with angle
β that is beamed with angle θ to get the total irradiance that influences it:

IWi,T,ex = ID,h cos θ + Id

(
1 + cos β

2

)
+ ρg (ID,h + Id)

(
1− cos β

2

)
(59)

where
β tilting angle of the surface to the horizontal,
ρg ground reflectance (usually around 0.2 for normal conditions),
θ solar beam angle.

The angle between the direction of the sunbeams and the surface’s normal of an arbi-
trarily inclined plane, the solar beam angle θ, is treated from Duffie and Beckman
[32] as:

cos θ = sin(d) sin(l) cos(β)

− sin(d) cos(l) sin(β) cos(γ)

+ cos(d) cos(l) cos(β) cos(ω)

+ cos(d) sin(l) sin(β) cos(γ) cos(ω)

+ cos(d) sin(β) sin(γ) sin(ω)

(60)

where
d declination angle,
l latitude angle with positive values for northern position,
β tilting angle of the surface to the horizontal,
γ surface azimuth angle,
ω hour angle.

A graphical representation of the used angles is shown in Figure 10 and explained
afterwards.
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Figure 10: Graphical representation of angles used in the context of solar radiation
(own figure based on [29]).

d The declination angle shows the angle between the sun and the plane of the equator
when the sun is at its highest point (local meridian), i.e. the solar noon. It counts
positive for northern positions and can take values between −23.45◦ ≤ d ≤ 23.45◦ and
is approximated for each day of the year by:

d = 23.45 sin (360 (284 + nday ) /365) (61)

with 1 ≤ nday ≤ 356 day of the year.

γ The azimuth angle describes the orientation of the surface normal projected on
the horizontal plane and the south. Thereby, south is indicated by 0◦ and is counted
positive for value in the west and negative for east (−180 ≤ γ ≤ 180).

ω The hour angle is the displacement in degrees of the sun to the local meridian. As
the name indicates, it is based on the local time. Each hour counts 15◦, where the
afternoon is counted positive and starts at 12 o’clock with 0◦. Since the local time
tclock does not consider the geographical position, the solar time tsol is used for the
calculation which takes into account the time difference of local and solar time. In
addition, the inclination of the earth axis has to be respected. That is why another
correction term e is necessary.

tSol = tClock + 4 (L0 − Lloc) + e (62)

where
tclock local time,
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L0 longitude of standard meridian (west positive),
Lloc longitude of investigated location (west positive).

e =9.87 sin

[
720 (nday − 81)

364

]
− 7.53 cos

[
360 (nday − 81)

364

]
− 1.5 sin

[
360 (nday − 81)

364

] (63)

2.5. Thermodynamics model for HVAC components

After modeling the environmental impacts on buildings, this section deals with HVAC
components that power is used to heat or cool the zone.

2.5.1. Hydronic radiator

A hydronic radiator (see Figure 11) is a typical heating device in buildings. By flowing
hot water through it, it produces heat.

Figure 11: Exemplary radiator (see [6]).

Its working principle is based on the control of the mass flow of water through it and
the control of inlet water temperature. The slower the water flows through, the more
time the water has to transfer its heat to the radiator. This fact concludes with a
lower outlet temperature of the water because the radiator can absorb more thermal
energy during this time. Vise versa holds for a higher mass flow. This regularity is
also reflected in the formula for describing heat output of an ideal radiator (cf. eg.
[10][43][22][59]):

Q̇Radiator = ṁcW (Tin − Tout) (64)

where
cW specific heat capacity of water 1.163,
ṁ mass flow of water [kg

s
],
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T inlet respectively outlet temperature of the water.

However, the outlet temperature of a radiator depends on the environmental conditions.
This is why the outlet temperature is not known. According to Gustafsson et al.
[36] and Teskeredzic and Blazevic [79] radiators are treated as heat exchangers
to estimate the outlet temperature. Thereby, the outlet temperature is described by
the difference of the heat capacitance of the introduced water with the heat loss by
convection of the inside water flow:

mWcW
dTout

dt
= ṁcW (Tin − Tout )− hWARad,in (TWater − T body ) (65)

where
hW convective coefficient with water,
ARad,in interior area of the radiator surface which interacts with the water,
T body averaged body temperature of the radiator.

The water temperature inside the radiator is assumed to be the average between the
inlet and outlet water temperature:

TWater =
Tin + Tout

2
(66)

The topic of forced convective heat transfer coefficients is a broad subject area. There-
fore, a lot of models exists for different flow criteria (e.g. turbulent, laminar) with
diverse characteristic numbers (e.g. Reynolds and Nusselt number) (cf. eg. [49, 77]).
Due to the complex structure of the estimation of the coefficient, ASHRAE [18] clus-
tered models for the coefficient and proposes a simplified model by McAdams for
water flow inside of tubes with a temperature between 4 to 93◦C. Thus, the convective
heat transfer coefficient can be got by:

hW =
1057(1.352 + 0.0198TW)v0.8

D0.2
(67)

where
V the velocity of the water in [m

s
],

D the diameter of the tube in [m].

The velocity of water is obtainable from the mass flow. Thereby, the definition of mass
flow is used:

ṁ = ρ · v · A = ρV̇ (68)

with
ρ density of the fluid,
v velocity of the fluid,
A the cross-sectional area of the tube.
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As a next step, the averaged body temperature of the radiator has to be estimated
for the convection between the water and the radiator body. The stored heat in the
radiator body is influenced on the interior side by the convection with water and,
additionally, on the exterior side by convection with the room air (cf. [24]). This leads
to:

m body c body
dTbody

dt
= hAARad,ex (Tbody − Tzi)− hWARad,in

(
Tin + Tout

2
− Tbody

)
(69)

where
hA convective coefficient with air,
ARad,ex exterior area of the radiator surface which interacts with the air.

The natural convective heat transfer coefficient can be approximated with the simplified
approach of ASHRAE [18] for vertical surfaces:

hA = 1.42

(
|∆T |
H

)0.25

(70)

with
∆T temperature difference of air and surface,
H characteristic length of the radiator, i.e. height.

2.5.2. Electric floor heating

When it comes to floor heating, different systems can be used. In this thesis, electric
floor heating is analyzed to compare other heating approaches. It is also called ohmic,
or resistance or Joule heating (cf. [23]).
In general, electric floor heatings are based on long wave radiation since it produces
heat by a wire’s resistance. Thus, electric floor heat is built into the floor (see example
in Figure 12).
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Figure 12: Exemplary build of electric floor heating into the floor(see [5]).

Thereby, the correlations for heating with electricity are based on Joule’s law as follows
(cf. [23]):

P = I2
elRel (71)

where
P electrical power in watt [W ],
Iel electrical current in ampere [A],
Rel electrical resistance in ohm [Ω].

However, by construction, electric heat elements are designed for a specific heat output
(e.g. 100W or 15 W

m2 ). In reverse, this means that the resistance is fixed by the physical
assembling of the device and not known. In contrast, the voltage of operating is known.
Involving Ohm’s law 3, the electrical power can be rearranged to:

P = I2
elRel = I2

el

Vel

Iel

= Iel · Vel (72)

A benefit of electric heating is reflected in its efficiency. 100% of the electric energy
is transformed into heat (cf. [63]). Therefore, the heat gain obtained by electric floor
heating is described by the introduced electrical power volt-ampere:

3Rel =
Vel

Iel
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Q̇Floor = Iel · Vel = Ėg = P (73)

If the heat output of the electric heating device is given based on the area, e.g. 15
W
m2 , then the calculated heat gain from the equation above has to be multiplied further
with the investigated area of interest.

2.6. Explanation model - state space model

The derived submodels now can be combined to get the temperature deviation inside
a building.

Zone The following differential equation has to be solved for a zone Zi with all nec-
essary parameters given in the already shown models to get its temperature deviation:

cAρAVZi
dTZi(t)

dt
=
∑
j

Q̇j(t) =
∑
k

Q̇Wk
(t) +

∑
l

Q̇WGl(t)

=
∑
k

AWk
· qWk,conv,in(t) +

∑
l

AWGl · qWGl,conv,in(t)
(74)

This includes the sum of all heat flows Q̇j influencing the zone, i.e. all wall components
Wk (including roofs, floors, ceilings) and window glazing components WGl, have to be
considered.
Note: Since radiators and floor heatings operate via radiation, they are not explicitly
mentioned in the equation above. Their energy impact is already considered in the
temperatures of walls and windows. The same holds for internal loads in the zone.

Walls The surface temperatures of walls can not be directly calculated because they
are related to each other and given implicitly. Therefore, the heat transfer via con-
duction is computed with the state space method of the conduction transfer method
portfolio (cf. e.g. [53, 42]). This includes the deviation of surface temperatures in
a state space model. Additionally, this adds the energy storage functionality to the
wall’s mass.
In other words, this means that two more differential equations are needed to describe
the temperature deviations at the surface. However, the approach is the same as for
the temperature deviation in a zone. Furthermore, the required basis for this is already
derived in the energy balances for walls.
So, each wall’s surface temperature is influenced by the occurring heat fluxes at the
surface (cf. energy balances for each surface).
With Equation 18, the interior wall surface temperature is given as:
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cWk
ρWk

VWk

2

TWk,in(t)

dt
=AWk

(qWk,cond(t)− qWk,conv,in(t)

+ qWk,sol,in(t) + qWk,radS,in(t) + qWk,radInt,in(t))
(75)

And with Equation 32, the exterior wall surface temperature is concluded to:

cWk
ρWk

VWk

2

TWk,ex(t)

dt
=AWk

(qWk,conv,ex(t) + qWk,sol,ex(t)

+ qWk,rad,ex(t)− qWk,cond(t))
(76)

Since the conduction is treated in quasi-steady state conditions (cf. subsubsection 2.4.1),
the temperature deviation within the wall is considered linearly. Therefore, the simpli-
fication can be made that the wall’s volume is separated into two equal parts, whereas
the temperature of each part equals to its surface temperature (cf. [36].
This holds for a wall constructed without inner layers. In the case of inner layers, e.g.
isolation, differential equations per layer must be analogously added as shown above
to capture the temperature at that point. These relations lead to x ODEs needed for
each wall, where x is given by:

#innerLayers > 0?x = 2 ·#innerLayers + 4 : x = 2 (77)

In the case that the wall is not an exterior wall, combinations with Equation 75 are
made. This means that both surface temperatures for an interior wall are described
by Equation 75 on each side (holds for ceilings too). If the wall is the ground floor,
then only conduction at the exterior surface in Equation 76 has to be considered.

Windows The same approach from walls is used for windows. Nevertheless, one-
layered windows need only one differential equation since the windows glazing compo-
nent WGl has a uniform temperature.
By considering Equation 53 (interior surface’s heat flux) and Equation 54 (exterior
surface’s heat flux), the window glazing temperature is evaluated as:

cWGlρWGlVWGl

TWGl(t)

dt
= AWGl(qWGl,ex(t)− qWGl,in(t))

= AWGl [qWGl,conv,ex(t) + qWGl,sol,ex(t) + qWGl,rad,ex(t)

− (qWGl,conv,in(t)− qWGl,sol,in(t)

− qWGl,radS,in(t)− qWGl,radInt,in(t))]

(78)

If windows are multi-layered, the approach shown in the context of walls holds analo-
gously, and the conduction process can be calculated for each layer of separating gas
by adding a new temperature point to each side described by one ODE.
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2.6.1. State space model

To give a better overview, all relations are concluded in a state space model. Due to its
complexity and subsequent readability problems, the following state space model shows
only one zone with one wall heated by one radiator and one floor heating. Analogously,
it can be extended by the already explained relations.
So, in conclusion, the exemplary state space model is summarized as:

ẋ = f(x) + g(x,u)

y = h(x)
(79)

where
x state vector,
y output vector,
u control vector.
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ẋ =


ṪZi

ṪWk,in
ṪWk,ex

ṪRadiatorr,out
ṪRadiatorr,body

 =



1
cAρAVZi

2
cWk

ρWk
VWk

2
cWk

ρWk
VWk

1
mWcW

1
mbodycbody



{


AWk1.42

(
|TZi−TWk,in|

HWk

)0.25

(TWk,in − TZi )

AWk

(
k ·

TWk,ex
−TWk,in
L

− 1.42

(
|Tzi−TWk,in|

HWk

)0.25

(TWk,in − TZi ) +

∑
j AW,jτL,jIj, d

Atot

)
AWk

(
5.678

(
m+ n

( v0

0.3048

)p)
(To − TWk,ex)− k ·

TWk,ex − TWk,in
L

)
+AWkεWk,ex · 4σ

[(
1− cos γ

2

)(
TG + To

2

)3

(TG − To) +

(
1 + cos γ

2

)(
TS + To

2

)3

(TS − To)

]
+AWk · 4 · εWk,ex · σ

(
To + TWk,ex

2

)3

(To − TWk,ex)

0

−1.42

(
|Tbody −TZi |
HRadiatorr

)0.25

ARadiatorr,ex

(
Tbody − TZi

)



+



0
0

AWkαWk,ex

(
IT,h −

(
1, 0045 + 0, 04349 · kC − 3, 5227 · k2

C + 2, 6313 · k3
C

)
· IT,h

)
cos θ

+AWkαWk,ex

[(
1, 0045 + 0, 04349 · kC − 3, 5227 · k2

C + 2, 6313 · k3
C

)
· IT,h

(
1 + cosβ

2

)
+ ρgIT,h

(
1− cosβ

2

)]
0
0



+



0

AWk ·
ṁcW (Tin−Tout)

Atot
+AWk ·

Iel·Vel
Atot

0

ṁcW (Tin − Tout )−

 1057
(
1.352+0.0198

Tin +Tout
2

)(
ṁ

ρWπD
2

)0.8

D0.2

ARadiatorr,in

(
Tin +Tout

2
− T body

)
 1057

(
1.352+0.0198

Tin +Tout
2

)(
ṁ

ρWπD
2

)0.8

D0.2

ARadiatorr,in

(
Tin +Tout

2
− Tbody

)



}

where

cos θ = sin(d) sin(l) cos(β)− sin(d) cos(l) sin(β) cos(γ) + cos(d) cos(l) cos(β) cos(ω)

+ cos(d) sin(l) sin(β) cos(γ) cos(ω) + cos(d) sin(β) sin(γ) sin(ω)

d = 23.45 sin
(
360

(
284 + nday

)
/365

)
ω = 15 ·

(
tClock + 4 (L0 − Lloc) + 9.87 sin

[
720

(
nday − 81

)
364

]
− 7.53 cos

[
360

(
nday − 81

)
364

]
− 1.5 sin

[
360

(
nday − 81

)
364

]
− 12

)

and

y = TZi =
[
1 0 0 0 0

]
·


TZi

TWk,in
TWk,ex

TRadiatorr,out
TRadiatorr,body


(80)
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Thereby, the parameters used are listed below to allow a summarized overview. They
are given in three tables. The first one lists all parameters which are constant during
the whole optimization. The second one specifies parameters that are expected to be
continually entered during optimization since they are time-dependent. The last one
indicates the control variables used.
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Constant parameter Unit Description Property of

ρA kg ·m−3 Density of air
cA

J
kg·K Heat capacity of air Zone

VZi m3 Volume of zone Zi
Atot m2 Area of all surfaces inside a zone (wall, windows, ceiling, floor)
AWk

m2 Area of wall Wk

ρWk
kg ·m−3 Density of wall

cWk

J
kg·K Heat capacity of wall Wall

VWk
m3 Volume of wall Wk

αWk,ex - Absorptivity of exterior wall surface Wk

β ◦ Tilting angle of surface to the horizontal
l ◦ Latitude angle of building
γ ◦ Surface azimuth angle Solar radiation
Lloc

◦ Longitude angle of building
L0

◦ Longitude angle of standard meridian
σ W

m2K4 Stefan-Boltzmann constant
τd,j - Diffuse solar transmissivity of window j
τD,j - Direct solar transmissivity of window j
εWk,ex - Emissivity of exterior wall surface Wk

ρg - Outside ground reflectance Long wave radiation
εWk,in - Emissivity of interior wall surface Wk

HWk
m Characteristical length of wall Wk

Ct
W

m2K4/3 Turbulent natural convection constant Convection
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Constant parameter Unit Description Property of

VWk
m3 Volume of wall Wk

L m Thickness of wall Wk

k W
mK

Thermal conductivity Conduction
ρW kg ·m−3 Density of water
cW

J
kg·K Heat capacity of water

cbody
J

kg·K Heat capacity of radiator’s material

mW kg Mass of water inside the radiator
mbody kg Mass radiator body
D m Diameter of radiator tubes

ARadiatorr,in m2 Inside (waterside) heat exchange surface of radiator Radiator
ARadiatorr,ex m2 Exterior (airside/room) heat exchange surface of radiator
HRadiatorr m Characteristical length of radiator

Vel V Voltage of the electric heating Electric floor heating
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External input parameter Unit Description

To
◦C Outside temperature

TG
◦C Outside ground temperature

TS
◦C Sky temperature

IT,h
W
m2 Solar intensity on horizontal plane

nday - Day of the year
tclock - Local time
SLFj - Fraction of window being in direct solar radiation
v0

m
s

Wind speed
kc - Clearness index of the sky

Table 3: Description of external input parameters.

Control parameters Unit Description

Tin
◦C Inlet water temperature of radiator

ṁ kg
s

Water mass flow of radiator
Iel A Electrical intensity of floor heating

Table 4: Description of Control parameters.

2.6.2. Summary of simplifications used

All in all, the derived explanation model uses the following simplifications:

- conduction under quasi-steady state conditions

- uniform window glazing temperature, i.e. neglecting of conduction through glaz-
ing components

- in long wave radiation an approximation is performed to reduce the exponent
from power four to power three

- the water temperature inside the radiator results as the average between inlet
and outlet water temperature

- the MRT method is used to estimate the internal radiation by enclosing surfaces

- direct short wave radiation is uniformly distributed to the floor, whereas diffuse
short wave radiation is uniformly distributed to the floor and all other enclosing
surfaces

- constant air density

- constant water density
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3. Optimization

After modeling the generalized building and its thermal relations in an explanation
model, this combined information can be used for optimization. Thereby, the goal
consists of predicting the best control strategy regarding minimal operating costs. This
problem leads to an optimal control problem, where under all admissible controls, the
optimal control regarding an objective function has to be identified (cf. [58]). In fact,
that problem corresponds to the problem of optimization.
For the goal of linear optimization, the non-linear differential equations must be made
usable as a suitable input for the optimization by using appropriate methods. There-
fore, the foundations of linearization and linear optimization are introduced (see sub-
section 3.1). Afterwards, the building’s differential equations are linearized in subsec-
tion 3.2. Then, an economic model for quantifying the costs of energy is deduced (cf.
subsection 3.3). In the end, the linear program is derived and listed (cf. subsection 3.4).

3.1. Foundations of linearization and linear programming

The following section describes the needed foundations to linearize a differential equa-
tion to make it suitable for linear optimization. Moreover, linear optimization itself is
introduced in subsubsection 3.1.2.

3.1.1. Linearization of differential equations

Differential equations are a widespread tool in natural sciences. This discipline, how-
ever, often implies non-linear behaviour. Nevertheless, due to numerical calculations
by computers, usually, complex systems are analyzed in a small environment around a
specific operation point. In general, the linear system’s theory is more advanced and
non-linear systems are often linearized at an operation point to proceed on this basis.
This means that the derivation at the given working point is of importance. Moreover,
linear calculations require less computational effort.

Tailer’s theorem Taylor gave in 1715 the definition that a n-time differentiable func-
tion can be approximated by the n-th order Taylor polynomial pn around a working
point xo (cf. [16]):

pn(x) =
∑
k=0

f (k) (x0)

k!
(x− x0)k (81)

This series can be used for linearization by stopping after the second term, i.e. after
the first-order Taylor polynomial.
Graphically spoken, the first-order Taylor polynomial creates a tangent at the work-
ing point x0 (cf. Figure 13). In other words, only one point of the given function
characterizes the linearization. For multi-dimensional problem, the approach is called
Jacobian linearization (cf. [38]).
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Figure 13: Illustration of first order Taylor polynomial p1, forward f , backward b, and
central difference c at working point xi.

Finite difference method Based on Taylor’s theorem, the finite difference method
(FDM) goes a step further and relates two points of the function to each other. As
the name already indicates, it is based on the difference quotient from mathematical
analysis, which gives with limits of functions the foundations of differential calculus
(cf. [34]).
Before the actual linearization, however, the method includes an important preliminary
step of discretization. This is because FDM linearly approximates a derivate between
two discrete points. Therefore, the continuous function is discretized onto a uniform
grid with the width ∆x between two points.
Based on Taylor’s theorem, the FDM can be explained. The idea consists of the
following. By using the approach of the first-order Taylor polynomial p1(x) at working
point x0, the next point of the grid x0 + ∆x is approximated:

f(x+ ∆x) = p1(x+ ∆x) = f(x0) + ((x0 + ∆x)− x0)f ′(x0)

= f(x0) + ∆xf ′(x0)
(82)

This leads by algebraic manipulations to the approximation of the derivation:

f ′(x0) =
f(x+ ∆x)− f(x0)

∆x
(83)

This equation is called the forward difference of FDM and is used for linearization
(cf. Figure 13). Analogously, the two other differences, backwards and central, can be
derived. In general, they are given as (cf. [34]):
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Forward difference:

f ′(xi) =
f(xi+1)− f(xi)

∆x

Backward difference:

f ′(xi) =
f(xi)− f(xi−1)

∆x

Central difference:

f ′(xi) =
f(xi+1)− f(xi−1)

2∆x

(84)

Feedback linearization However, linearization can not only be performed around a
specific operation point. The method of feedback linearization acts contrary and offers
the advantage that no approximation errors are made (cf. [38, 12]). By non-linear
coordinate transformations and non-linear state feedback, the method creates a linear
model (cf. [38]). There are two approaches of feedback linearization, i) state-space
linearization and ii) input-output linearization.

i) In state-space linearization (cf. [12]) the idea consists of transforming a non-linear
system

ẋ = f(x) + g(x)u

y = h(x)
(85)

into a linear system with a new control vector v

ż = Az + bv (86)

The goal (cf. [12]) is to linearize the impact of the transformed inputs on the states.
Thereby, an artificial output z is used.
Nonetheless, this approach can fail because the relation of transformed input (v) and
original output (y) is non-linear in general. This is why the second approach is pre-
ferred in most cases (cf. [38]).

ii) In contrast, input-output linearization (cf. [12]) tries to map the non-linear be-
haviour of a system (cf. Equation 85) from the Laplace-transformed control input v
directly to the actual output y via the transfer function G:

y(s) = G(s)v(s) (87)

Therefore, the original input is transformed by the static state feedback as:

u =
v − Lrfh(x)

LgL
r−1
f h(x)

+

∑r
k=1 βk−1L

k−1
f h(x)

LgL
r−1
f h(x)

(88)
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where L is the Lie derivate.

Then, linear behavior can be expressed as:

G(s) =
1

βrsr + βr−1sr−1 + β1s+ β0

(89)

In addition, detailed mathematical explanations about both approaches are given in
[47, 65].

3.1.2. Linear optimization

The field of linear optimization, which is also called linear programming (LP), was
born in the year 1947 with a solution proposed by Danzig to optimize the planning
problem of the US air force efficiently (cf. [74, 81]). The method introduced by Danzig
is called simplex and is still a popular tool today. From then, linear programming has
established as a discipline of applied mathematics, and further theory was explored
and developed by mathematics and economics (cf. [52]).
The types of problems, which are solved by linear programming, consist of a linear cost
function f(x), also known as objective function (cf. [39]). That function has to be either
minimized or maximized in boundaries of given linear constraints (ax < b or ax = b).
Therefore, the dependent variables of the cost functions and the constraints, the so
called decision variables x, are used to find a feasible solution to satisfy all constraints.
Formally spoken, that means with aim of vector notation:

minimize f(x) = cTx
subject to Ax = b,

x ≥ 0,

with vectors

x =


x1

x2
...
xn

 , c =


c1

c2
...
cn

 , b =


b1

b2
...
bm


and

A =

 a11 a12 . . . a1n
...

...
...

am1 am2 . . . amn



where x decision variables and rest given parameters. Besides, the non-negativity
constraint is added in the last line.
That shown representation is already a linear program that can be solved. Moreover,
this is even the standard form. Equalities in the constraints characterize it. There are
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cases where the constraints are formalized by inequalities. Then, by introducing slack
variables the standard form can be achieved to get a valid input format for the simplex
method (cf. eg. [78, 52, 74, 14]).
With the accompanying possibilities of optimization and the resulting popularity, many
state-of-the-art algorithms and especially implementations for solving linear as well as
non-linear problems have been established. These are often freely available and easy
to use. As an example, the interpretation of simplex is given.

Simplex method a prevalent method is simplex when it comes to solving linear
programs. To illustrate that method’s idea, a graphical explanation is given (cf. [39]).
By combining the linear constraints in a vector-space, they form a polyhedron (cf.
Figure 14).

Figure 14: Exemplary 2D solution space of linear constraints.

Then, simplex is searching for corners of that polyhedral. When the polyhedron is
intersected with the objective function, then there is one optimal corner (cf. eg. [39,
81]).

3.2. Linearization of building’s differential equations

A finite difference approach is used to transform the non-linear building’s ODEs into a
valid linear input for linear optimization. This method is applied because its tradeoff
between accuracy and simplicity is reasonable for that use case since Picard et al.
[68] and [69] showed a temperature error smaller than ± 0.1K by the approach of
Taylor. In contrast, conceptualizing feedback linearization raises the complexity of
the problem and demands high effort, as indicated in [12]. The needed precision of a
feedback linearized flight control system of a quadrocopter (cf. [25]), for example, is
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not in proportion with the required level of detail of the investigated use case in this
thesis. However, the error rate of ± 0.1K from Picard et al. is reasonable for heat
analysis in buildings.

In general, ODEs can not be used out of the box as a valid input for linear program-
ming because ODEs are a particular class of equations. That is why the following
intermediate steps have to be performed for converting it to a suitable input.
If the building’s ODEs (cf. subsubsection 2.6.1) are solved for a concrete but arbitrary
control configuration of the system, this would mean that this configuration would be
constant over that period of time. In reality, however, this is not the case for long
periods, e.g. on a daily base. A radiator, for example, does not operate in a constant
setting all day. It is more or less constantly readjusted. For this reason, it is necessary
to discretize the continuous target range of prediction time P of the ODEs into uniform
and smaller time intervals of size ∆t, i.e. from time point ti until ti+1, in which new
configurations can be applied.

P = ∆t · n (90)

Thereby, n shows the number of time frames.
Then, individual temperature changes can be identified for each time period with its
specific system configuration, e.g. radiator setting. Nonetheless, for this evaluation, an
initial start point is necessary. Decoupled from a specific zone, the temperature curve
from initial point t0 until t2 is given as:

Tt2 = Tt0 +

∫ t1

t0

Ṫ dt+

∫ t2

t1

Ṫ dt (91)

with Tti temperature at time point ti.
However, this would imply solving one ODE per time frame ∆t. This is computation-
ally expensive. Moreover, this is not compatible with linear programming because the
building’s ODEs are non-linear.
Nevertheless, due to the low-speed processes in the heat context, it is sufficient to
approximate the temperature change during the periods in a linear manner without
solving the ODEs explicitly and permanently. Therefore, the linearization at the given
time point (operation point) is needed. As already described, the system configura-
tion is not static over the day, but at smaller intervals such as 15 minutes, it can be
assumed to be fixed because the effects of the changes in the configuration must first
evolve. In addition, it is not possible in reality to change the inlet water temperature
of a radiator from 40◦C to 80◦C in 1 second, for example. Overall, this also results in
a reduced calculation effort.
So, the ODEs are discretized on a grid of fixed size ∆t. Since for each calculation, the
next time point ti+1 is of interest, i.e. the resulting temperature at this point for a
given control input, the approach is extended by the forward finite difference to relate
two discrete points together. However, this does not lead to an approximation of the
rate of change of the temperature because Tti+1

is not known and depends on the tem-
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perature of the previous time step Tti . In other words, this approach gives a recursive
approach for temperature estimation. Thus, it can be integrated into the optimization
as follows:
The building’s ODEs at time point ti are given as (cf. Equation 74):

dTti
dt

= f ′(S) (92)

where S are the state space variables.
Since the considered problem of temperature change is evolving in positive time, the
forward difference (cf. subsubsection 3.1.1) is used to relate the actual time point to
the next time point. As a result, the rate of change between two discrete points can
be approximated as:

dTti
dt
≈
Tti+1

− Tti
∆t

(93)

Thus, by combining Equation 92 and Equation 93, it holds that:

Tti+1
− Tti

∆t
≈ f ′(S) (94)

With algebraic manipulation, it finally leads to:

Tti+1
≈ Tti + ∆t · f ′(S) = Tti + ∆t · dTti

dt
(95)

Since the control strategy’s primary goal is to maintain the comfort requirements,
i.e. control the indoor temperature within some given temperature boundaries for
comfort temperature, every temperature point Tti is needed as a state variable for the
optimization. Thus, the recursive and linear Equation 95 for every period ti can be
used as a valid constraint for the linear optimization.
However, the case study has shown that a ∆t = 15min leads to infeasible models
because the temperature changes are over-approximated. Nonetheless, the control
inputs should still not be applied much more often than every 15min due to the reason
mentioned above, but in contrast, the temperature values have to be calculated more
often than every 15min. This is why a further scaling factor s is introduced:

∆t =
tcontrol

s
(96)

This leads to the possibility to specify the time interval for control data in tcontrol and
via the scaling factor s the frequency of temperature changes calculations, ∆t, can be
adjusted.

Nevertheless, the derivate f ′(S) is non-linear (compare to the state space model given
in subsubsection 2.6.1).
At first, it appears that Taylor linearization can be used here. Generally, that is true
because f ′(S) describes the derivate at a specific state S. However, in the context of an
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interdependent state space model in combination with linear optimization, Taylor can
not be used because the state at time point ti+1 depends on the previous time point
ti. For example, an exemplary state is characterized by an equation to the power of
four. Thus, the first-order Taylor polynomial is still given by an equation to the power
of three. When considering only one operation point, this does not lead to problems
(as the definition states) since this state is constant. However, for the optimization,
all operation points in the investigated time period have to be considered in time steps
∆t. And since these depend on the previous states, this leads again to non-linearities
in the Taylor polynomial because the investigated state is variable. In other words, this
means that a linear derivate f ′(S) is required for linear optimization with a recursive
equation.

3.2.1. Interpolation

To obtain a linear derivate, the local linearization at a given state by Taylor’s approach
is replaced by a global linearization for the whole differential equation. This means, in
other words, that a linear state space model is needed. When looking at the non-linear
state space model, it is noticeable that not all occurring polynomials are non-linear.
The majority is already linear. There are only a few mathematical terms that are
non-linear.
Moreover, they are isolated and not embedded into complex non-linear relations, e.g.
the wall temperature to the power of three. Motivated by this fact, a linear interpo-
lation is performed for each individual non-linear term. Therefore, the minimum and
maximum values of these terms are estimated and used for the interpolation.
However, this means that the following intermediate steps have to be executed before to
eliminate non-linearities within the state variables. These are all temperature variables
that are not given by e.g. measurements and have to be calculated. These include the
indoor temperature TZi of a zone i, the interior wall temperature TWi,in of a wall i and
the exterior wall temperature TWi,ex of wall i. Thereby, the terms T 4

Zi
, T 4

Wi,in
, T 3

Wi,ex

and T 4
Wi,ex appear within the differential equations and have to be linearized therefore.

This is done by linear interpolation between the highest and lowest possible occurring
temperatures for each individual component to obtain the best results in linearization.
These points are roughly estimated from literature research or weather influence. Since
no further coefficients occur in each term and due to the high slope of the terms, this
method leads to a reasonable approximation.

Zone temperature T 4
Zi

The ideal room temperature varies between about 16◦C and
24◦C. Therefore, the interpolation is performed as:
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y(16) = 164 = 65536

y(24) = 244 = 331776

y = mx+ b (straight line equation)

m =
∆y

∆x
=

331776− 65536

24− 16
= 33280

b = y −mx = 65536− 33280 · 16 = −466944

(97)

Thus, T 4
Zi

is approximated by:

T 4
i ≈ 33280 · TZi − 466944 (98)

Interior wall temperature T 4
Wi,in

The interior wall surface temperature is assumed
to be limited downwards by 10◦and upwards by 30◦C since it is affected by solar
radiation on the one hand, but on the other hand, it is however limited due to the
solar transmissivity of windows.

y(10) = 104 = 10000

y(30) = 304 = 810000

y = mx+ b (straight line equation)

m =
∆y

∆x
=

810000− 10000

30− 10
= 4000

b = y −mx = 10000− 4000 · 10 = 6000

(99)

Thus, T 4
Wi,in

is approximated by:

T 4
Wi,in

≈ 4000 · TWi,in + 6000 (100)

Exterior wall temperature T 3
Wi,ex Depending on the location, the temperatures on

the exterior wall surface turn out differently. Taking into account the heating by the
sun, occurring temperatures can be assumed between -10 and 40 degrees.

y(−10) = −103 = −1000

y(40) = 403 = 64000

y = mx+ b (straight line equation)

m =
∆y

∆x
=

64000−−1000

40−−10
= 1300

b = y −mx = 64000− 1300 · 40 = 12000

(101)

Thus, T 3
Wi,ex is approximated by:

T 3
Wi,ex ≈ 1300 · TWi,ex + 12000 (102)
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Exterior wall temperature T 4
Wi,ex Analogously, the exterior wall temperature to the

power of four is treated as:

y(−10) = −104 = 10000

y(40) = 404 = 2560000

y = mx+ b (straight line equation)

m =
∆y

∆x
=

2560000− 10000

40−−10
= 51000

b = y −mx = 10000 + 51000 · 10 = 520000

(103)

Thus, T 4
Wi,ex is approximated by:

T 4
Wi,ex ≈ 51000 · TWi,ex + 520000 (104)

Convection of air and water Another non-linear term is caused by the interior
convection. This type of heat transfer occurs on walls and at the radiator:

qWi,conv,in = 1.42

(
|∆T |
H

)0.25

(TWi,in − Ti) (105)

Thereby, the state variables are treated non-linearly, especially the absolute value and
the fourth square root.
Since all seven models given by ASHRAE [18] are based on the temperature difference
of the state variables, which are multiplied again with the state variables, another
approach has to be used to get a linear approximation of convection.
Picard et al. [68] proposes to use an averaged convective coefficient, h̄, over one
year. If this value is not known, an exemplary static coefficient from a test case by
ASHRAE [19] can be used for example:

Interior Convective Surface
Coefficient (hconv,in)

Surface Type W/ (m2 ·K)

Walls 2.2
Ceiling 1.8
Raised Floor 2.2
Windows 2.4

Figure 15: Exemplary convective heat transfer coefficients for interior surfaces (see
[19]).

Control variables At the same time, the non-linear state space model does not only
include non-linearities caused by the n-th power of one variable. In the state space
model, nevertheless, the multiplication of two different control or state variables leads
to non-linearities, which have to be linearized. Williams [84] gives a procedure to
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split a product of continuous variables into a separable function, i.e. into a sum.
This procedure is performed exemplary for the multiplication of a radiator’s mass flow
and inlet water temperature in the following.

Mass flow and inlet water temperature ṁ·Tin The separation is done by introducing
two new relations as follows:

u1 =
1

2
(ṁ+ Tin)

u2 =
1

2
(ṁ− Tin)

(106)

Additionally, the product ṁ · Tin equals to the following equation, which can be easily
proven by algebraic manipulations, and is therefore replaced:

u2
1 − u2

2

Nevertheless, the resulting difference is still not linear. That is why a linear interpola-
tion for the minimum and maximum values of ṁ respectively Tin is applied to obtain
a linear approximation of the values.

The mass flow is limited by the maximum volume flow of around 8m
3

h
for standard

circulation pumps in houses:

0 ≤ ṁ ≤ 8000
kg

h
(107)

Whereas the inlet temperature has got the following bounds according to manufacturers
of heating systems (cf. [7, 4]):

40 ≤ Tin ≤ 90◦C (108)

Thus, it holds:

u2
1(min) = (

1

2
(0 + 40))2 = 400

u2
1(max) = (

1

2
(8000 + 90))2 = 16362025

(109)

u2
2(min) = (

1

2
(0− 40))2 = 400

u2
2(max) = (

1

2
(8000− 40))2 = 15840400

(110)

This results by the help of the straight line equation y = mx+ b to:

m1 =
∆u2

1

∆x
=

16362025− 400

(8000 + 90)− (0 + 40)
= 2032.5

b1 = y −mx = 400− 2032.5 · 40 = −80900

→ u2
1 ≈ 2032.5 · u1 − 80900

(111)
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m2 =
∆u2

2

∆x
=

15840400− 400

(8000− 40)− (0− 40)
= 1980

b2 = y −mx = 400− 1980 · 40 = −78800

→ u2
2 ≈ 1980 · u2 − 78800

(112)

⇒ ṁ · Tin ≈ 2032.5 · 1

2
(ṁ+ Tin)− 80900− (1980 · 1

2
(ṁ− Tin)− 78800) (113)

Furthermore, all occurring products of ṁ ·Tin have to be substituted in the state space
model. This method has to be performed for every occurring multiplication of state
and control variables. That shown in the following.

Mass flow and outlet water temperature ṁ · Tout

u1 =
1

2
(ṁ+ Tout)

u2 =
1

2
(ṁ− Tout)

(114)

u2
1 − u2

2

50 ≤ Tout ≤ 70◦C (115)

u2
1(min) = (

1

2
(0 + 50))2 = 625

u2
1(max) = (

1

2
(8000 + 70))2 = 16281225

(116)

u2
2(min) = (

1

2
(0− 50))2 = 625

u2
2(max) = (

1

2
(8000− 50))2 = 15800625

(117)

m1 =
∆u2

1

∆x
=

16281225− 625

(8000 + 70)− (0 + 50)
= 2030

b1 = y −mx = 625− 2030 · 50 = −100875

→ u2
1 ≈ 2030 · u1 − 100875

(118)

m2 =
∆u2

2

∆x
=

15800625− 625

(8000− 50)− (0− 50)
= 1975

b2 = y −mx = 625− 1975 · 50 = −98125

→ u2
2 ≈ 1975 · u2 − 98125

(119)

⇒ ṁ · Tout ≈ 2030 · 1

2
(ṁ+ Tout)− 100875− (1975 · 1

2
(ṁ− Tout)− 98125) (120)
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Inlet water temperature and radiator body temperature Tin · Tbody

u1 =
1

2
(Tin + Tbody)

u2 =
1

2
(Tin − Tbody)

(121)

u2
1 − u2

2

45 ≤ Tbody ≤ 80◦C (122)

u2
1(min) = (

1

2
(40 + 45))2 = 1806.25

u2
1(max) = (

1

2
(90 + 80))2 = 7225

(123)

u2
2(min) = (

1

2
(40− 45))2 = 6.25

u2
2(max) = (

1

2
(90− 45))2 = 506.25

(124)

m1 =
∆u2

1

∆x
=

7225− 1806.25

(90 + 80)− (40 + 45)
= 63.75

b1 = y −mx = 1806.25− 63.75 · (40 + 45) = −3612.5

→ u2
1 ≈ 63.75 · u1 − 3612.5

(125)

m2 =
∆u2

2

∆x
=

506.25− 6.25

(90− 45)− (40− 45)
= 10

b2 = y −mx = 6.25− 10 · (40− 45) = 56.25

→ u2
2 ≈ 10 · u2 + 56.25

(126)

⇒ Tin · Tbody ≈ 63.75 · 1

2
(Tin + Tbody)− 3612.5− (10 · 1

2
(Tin − Tbody) + 56.25) (127)

Outlet water temperature and radiator body temperature Tout · Tbody

u1 =
1

2
(Tout + Tbody)

u2 =
1

2
(Tout − Tbody)

(128)

u2
1 − u2

2

u2
1(min) = (

1

2
(50 + 45))2 = 2256.25

u2
1(max) = (

1

2
(70 + 80))2 = 5625

(129)
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u2
2(min) = (

1

2
(50− 45))2 = 6.25

u2
2(max) = (

1

2
(70− 45))2 = 156.25

(130)

m1 =
∆u2

1

∆x
=

5625− 2256.25

(70 + 80)− (50 + 45)
= 61.25

b1 = y −mx = 2256.25− 61.25 · (50 + 45) = −3562.5

→ u2
1 ≈ 61.25 · u1 − 3562.5

(131)

m2 =
∆u2

2

∆x
=

156.25− 6.25

(70− 45)− (50− 45)
= 7.5

b2 = y −mx = 6.25− 7.5 · (50− 45) = −31.25

→ u2
2 ≈ 7.5 · u2 − 31.25

(132)

⇒ Tout · Tbody ≈ 61.25 · 1
2

(Tout + Tbody)− 3562.5− (7.5 · 1
2

(Tout− Tbody)− 31.25) (133)

Inlet water temperature and outlet water temperature Tin · Tout

u1 =
1

2
(Tin + Tout)

u2 =
1

2
(Tin − Tout)

(134)

u2
1 − u2

2

u2
1(min) = (

1

2
(40 + 50))2 = 2025

u2
1(max) = (

1

2
(90 + 70))2 = 6400

(135)

u2
2(min) = (

1

2
(40− 50))2 = 25

u2
2(max) = (

1

2
(90− 50))2 = 400

(136)

m1 =
∆u2

1

∆x
=

6400− 2025

(90 + 70)− (40 + 50)
= 62.5

b1 = y −mx = 2025− 62.5 · (40 + 50) = −3600

→ u2
1 ≈ 62.5 · u1 − 3600

(137)

m2 =
∆u2

2

∆x
=

400− 25

(90− 50)− (40− 50)
= 7.5

b2 = y −mx = 25− 7.5 · (40− 50) = 100

→ u2
2 ≈ 7.5 · u2 + 100

(138)
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⇒ Tin · Tout ≈ 62.5 · 1

2
(Tin + Tout)− 3600− (7.5 · 1

2
(Tin − Tout) + 100) (139)

Mass flow and radiator body temperature ṁ · Tbody

u1 =
1

2
(ṁ+ Tbody)

u2 =
1

2
(ṁ− Tbody)

(140)

u2
1 − u2

2

u2
1(min) = (

1

2
(0 + 45))2 = 506.25

u2
1(max) = (

1

2
(8000 + 80))2 = 16321600

(141)

u2
2(min) = (

1

2
(0− 45))2 = 506.25

u2
2(max) = (

1

2
(8000− 45))2 = 15820506.25

(142)

m1 =
∆u2

1

∆x
=

16321600− 506.25

(8000 + 80)− (0 + 45)
= 2031.25

b1 = y −mx = 506.25− 2031.25 · 45 = −90900

→ u2
1 ≈ 2031.25 · u1 − 90900

(143)

m2 =
∆u2

2

∆x
=

15820506.25− 506.25

(8000− 45)− (0− 45)
= 1977.5

b2 = y −mx = 506.25− 1977.5 · 45 = −88481.25

→ u2
2 ≈ 1977.5 · u2 − 88481.25

(144)

⇒ ṁ ·Tbody ≈ 2031.25 · 1
2

(ṁ+Tbody)−90900−(1977.5 · 1
2

(ṁ−Tbody)−88481.25) (145)

Inlet water temperature T 2
in

y(40) = 402 = 1600

y(90) = 902 = 8100

y = mx+ b (straight line equation)

m =
∆y

∆x
=

8100− 1600

90− 40
= 130

b = y −mx = 1600− 130 · 40 = −3600

(146)

⇒ T 2
in ≈ 130 · Tin − 3600 (147)
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Outlet water temperature T 2
out

y(50) = 502 = 2500

y(70) = 702 = 4900

y = mx+ b (straight line equation)

m =
∆y

∆x
=

4900− 2500

70− 50
= 120

b = y −mx = 2500− 120 · 50 = −3500

(148)

⇒ T 2
out ≈ 120 · Tout − 3500 (149)

Mass flow ṁ0.8

y(0) = 00.8 = 0

y(8000) = 80000.8 = 64000000

y = mx+ b (straight line equation)

m =
∆y

∆x
=

64000000− 0

8000− 0
= 8000

b = y −mx = 0− 120 · 0 = 0

(150)

⇒ ṁ0.8 ≈ 8000 · ṁ (151)

3.2.2. Linear state space model

In summary, the non-linear state space model (see subsubsection 2.6.1) can be trans-
formed linearly by substituting with the shown approximations.
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ṪZi

ṪWk,in
ṪWk,ex

ṪRadiatorr,out
ṪRadiatorr,body

 =



1
cAρAVZi

2
cWk

ρWk
VWk

2
cWk

ρWk
VWk

1
mWcW

1
mbodycbody



{


AWk · h̄(TWk,in − TZi )
AWk · k ·

TWk,ex
L

−AWk · k ·
TWk,in

L
−AWk · h̄ · TWk,in +AWk · h̄ · TZi +AWk ·

∑
j AW,jτL,jIj, d

Atot

AWk · 5.678
(
m+ n

( v0

0.3048

)p)
To +AWi · To · 4εWi,exσ

(
To

2

)3

+AWi · To · εWi,exσ650 · TWi,ex

+AWi · To · εWi,exσ6000

+AWkεWk,ex · 4σ
[(

1− cos γ

2

)(
TG + To

2

)3

(TG − To) +

(
1 + cos γ

2

)(
TS + To

2

)3

(TS − To)

]
−AWk · k ·

TWk,ex

L
+AWk · k ·

TWk,in

L
−AWk · 5.678

(
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}

(152)

This linear state space model can be used by executing the last step of substitution of
the non-linear temperatures as given above.
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At this point, the possibility arises to use the model in two ways. On the one hand,
the still remaining non-linear temperatures have to be substituted with the given in-
terpolations above. Then, a constant mass flow for radiators is assumed in the model,
which means that the third control variable can be set only once at the beginning of
the optimization.
However, on the other hand, a second step of interpolation can be performed to cancel
out the resulting non-linearities by the multiplication of all temperature variables with
the mass flow. Then, the mass flow gets fully controllable. Again, the given interpola-
tions above can be used to substitute the multiplication.
An investigation of both approaches is performed in the case study (cf. section 5) to
check if the second and additional interpolation step promotes further interpolation
errors.

3.3. Economic cost model of heating

Summing up, the ODE (cf. Equation 74) describes the relationship between the input
and output of heat in a zone to its provoking temperature changes. However, in
the context of cost optimization, it makes a significant difference whether 1kW heat
is produced by electric or hydronic heating4. To explain this, the notion of efficiency
regarding heat generation is introduced. It describes the ratio between introduced work
to a heating device and its produced thermal energy as output. Thus, each heating
device has got its individual efficiency, also called the coefficient of performance (COP).
It indicates how many units of thermal energy Eth can be converted from another type
of energy Ein, as e.g. electrical, (cf. [73]). In fact, COP defers from device to device
and from the heat generation method. Generally, COP is stated as:

COP =
Eth
Ein

(153)

In the case of transforming electrical power to heat for example, the COP is defined
as:

COP =
Qout

Pin
(154)

Under these aspects of energy transformation efficiency, the heat output of the inves-
tigated HVAC-components (cf. subsection 2.5) has to be mapped to an economic cost
model to enable the calculation of their implying operation costs needed heat output.
Besides, the discretization enables the treatment of flexible resource prices per daytime,
as often occurring for electricity.

3.3.1. Electric resistance heating

As already indicated by electrical floor heating (cf. subsubsection 2.5.2), the COP of
electric resistance heating equals one, since 1W electrical power is converted to 1W

4Heating by warm water.
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heat. This allows a simple calculation of the costs caused by this type of heating.

price(Q(elFloorHeat)) = Q(elFloorHeat) ∗ time ∗ electricityPrice (155)

where the heat output is obtained as illustrated in subsection 2.5.
For example, a heating device with 2000W heat output is considered. The operating
costs can be exemplary calculated for a defined time and arbitrary electricity costs as
follows:

0.4e = 2kW · 1h · 0.2 e
kWh

(156)

3.3.2. Hydronic heating

In the case of heating by warm water, the cost computation is not as light as before
because the efficiency of heat pumps, which heat the water, is not constant and depends
on their mode of operation. It is obvious that it needs more energy to heat a medium
from 5◦ to 30◦ than from 10◦ to 30◦. To make the efficiency comparable, DIN 14511 [1]
gives nominal test conditions for heat humps. Nowadays, under nominal conditions,
modern water and ground source heat pumps achieve a COP of around 3 to 5 (cf. [31]).
Anyhow, that coefficient is a snapshot of a given operation point. It is impossible to
test all operation points in advance to know their coefficients for a needed operating
point.
That is why the seasonal COP (SCOP) is used for the cost estimation. It considers
the averaged COP over the whole year.

SCOP =
Q̄out

P̄in
(157)

Nonetheless, for each investigating case, the SCOP has to be calculated for the spe-
cific heat system configuration. Then, DIN 14825 [2] specifies a calculation guideline.
Moreover, VDI-Fachbereich Energietechnik concludes the methods for electri-
cal heat pumps [83] and for gas heat pumps [82]. Additionally, there is also an online
calculation tool that already includes preimplemented different types of heat pumps
(see [26]).
As a result, the operating costs of a radiator within a hydronic heating system are
calculated as:

price(Q(Radiator)) =

(
Q(Radiator)

SCOP

)
∗ time ∗ resourcePrice (158)

where the resourcePrice indicates the price of the input resource for energy transfor-
mation, e.g. gas or electricity.
An example is given below:

0.2e =
3kW

3
· 1h · 0.2 e

kWh
(159)
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3.4. Formulation of linear program

By concluding all the analyzed information, the linear program can be given. Based
on the generalized zone ODE (cf. Equation 74), the goal is to optimize the building’s
overall running costs.
The formulation is based on the procedure suggested by Pyae [71] for setting up linear
programs which consists of four steps:

Define decision variables All variables, which can be used to control the temper-
ature, can be pointed out. These are the following parameters that can be modified
externally and are not given by the atmospheric effects, e.g. outdoor temperature or
system properties. In fact, an HVAC device D is meant. However, not every device
offers each of the following parameters. It depends on its type. Nonetheless, these
parameters can be used in general:

1. Mass flow of water ṁRadiatorr (radiator)

2. Inlet water temperature TRadiatorr,in (radiator)

3. Electrical current IFloorm (electric floor heat)

Set objective function It is apparent that the overall control problem is a minimiza-
tion problem of operating costs. This leads to an objective function which sums up
all occurring operating costs of the HVAC-system during the optimization period P
with discretization P = ∆t · n. The operating costs are calculated for the generated
heat Qgen. With consideration of the economic model of operation, the function to
minimize is summarized as:

min overall operating costs =
n∑
j=1

∑
devices

price(Qgen) (160)
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Set constraints An HVAC-system’s goal is to maintain the comfort temperature T
within a given temperature profile (cf. Figure 16).

t [h]

T [°C]

6 12 18 24

18

20

22

24

Figure 16: Exemplary temperature profile for one day for a zone.

This means that T has to be in its lower l and upper bound u. Applied on the time
frames tj (j = 1..n due to P = ∆t · n) of the discretized ODE and different zone zi,
that leads to the following constraints:

lzi,tj ≤ Tzi,tj (161)

Tzi,tj ≤ uzi,tj (162)

The temperature relates to the zone temperature deviation (see Equation 95) as:

Tzi,tj+1
= Tzi,tj + ∆t · Ṫzi,tj (163)

And the initial values for the zone temperature are given:

Tzi,t0 = Tzi(t = 0) (164)

For the evaluation of the zone temperature, the wall temperatures are needed as well.
The same principle is applied for the temperatures of all wall surfaces, although that
temperatures do not have upper and lower limits:

TWi,in,tj+1
= TWi,in,tj + ∆t · ṪWi,in,tj (165)

TWi,ex,tj+1
= TWi,ex,tj + ∆t · ṪWi,ex,tj (166)
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where the rate of changes is given by the ODEs evaluated at the specific time point tj
and depends on the decision variables.
In addition, initial values for all wall surfaces, interior and exterior, have to be consid-
ered:

TWi,in,t0 = TWi,in(t = 0) (167)

TWi,ex,t0 = TWi,ex(t = 0) (168)

Analogously, the window glazing temperature, outlet water temperate, and body tem-
perature of a radiator have to be considered.

When looking at HVAC-devices D, they also have constraints in their mode of opera-
tion. Hydronic heating devices Dh

r have a limited inlet mass flow of water.
Radiator:

ṁRadiatorr ≤ ṁmax(D
h
r ) (169)

Furthermore, all used electric devices Del
m are designed from the manufacturer for a

specific maximal power output Pmax. In other words, their output is limited upwards
with a maximal capacity.
Electric floor heat:

P (Del
m) ≤ Pmax(D

el
m) (170)

Non-negativity restriction As all devices D have got an upper limit, exactly the
same holds downwards. They can not produce negative power.
Radiator:

0 ≤ ṁRadiatorr (171)

Electric floor heat:
0 ≤ IFloorm (172)
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3.4.1. Linear program

In summary, the complete, but generalized linear program for an optimization period
P = ∆t · n with j ∈ {1..n} results as for all zones zi, walls Wk, hydronic radiators
Radiatorr, and el. floor heatings Floorm:

min operating costs =
n∑
j=1

∑
devices

price(Qgenerated) =
n∑
j=1

∑
devices

price ·∆t · Q̇generated

lzi,tj ≤ Tzi,tj
Tzi,tj ≤ uzi,tj

Tzi,tj+1
= Tzi,tj + ∆t · Ṫzi,tj

TWk,in,tj+1
= TWk,in,tj + ∆t · ṪWk,in,tj

TWk,ex,tj+1
= TWk,ex,tj + ∆t · ṪWk,ex,tj

TWGl,tj+1
= TWGl,tj + ∆t · ṪWGl,tj

TRadiatorr,out,tj+1
= TRadiatorr,out,tj + ∆t · ṪRadiatorr,out,tj

TRadiatorr,body,tj+1
= TRadiatorr,body,tj + ∆t · ṪRadiatorr,body,tj

Tzi,t0 = Tzi(t = 0)

TWk,in,t0 = TWk,in(t = 0)

TWk,ex,t0 = TWk,ex(t = 0)

TWGl,t0 = TWGl(t = 0)

TRadiatorr,out,t0 = TRadiatorr,out(t = 0)

TRadiatorr,body,t0 = TRadiatorr,body(t = 0)

ṁRadiatorr,tj ≤ ṁmax,Radiatorr

P (Del
Floorm,tj

) ≤ Pmax(D
el
Floorm)

0 ≤ ṁRadiatorr,tj

0 ≤ IFloorm,tj
40◦C ≤ TRadiator,in,tj

TRadiator,in,tj ≤ 90◦C

i ∈ {1..|zones|}
k ∈ {1..|walls|}
l ∈ {1..|windows|}
r ∈ {1..|hydronic radiators|}
m ∈ {1..|el. floor heatings|}
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4. Implementation

The derived approach of linear building control is implemented to enable the optimiza-
tion for general buildings. The implementation is based on the procedure for deriving
the explanation model for thermal movements (cf. subsection 2.1) and optimizes a
building given as input according to the object-oriented structure (see Figure 18). The
used approach is explained in this section.
In general, the program proceeds according to the following flow structure (cf. Fig-
ure 17) and consists of four main steps.

Create building‘s model

Read in building‘s properties

Apply presaved thermodynamics models to
building‘s model to generate concrete LP

Solve LP

I

II

III

IV

Figure 17: Flow chart of the general implementation of optimal building control.

First, it reads in all necessary building parameters, which can be concretely found in
subsection 2.3. Therefore, a detached file is provided, in which, for example, the wall
thickness can be adapted, or the weather and price data is imported from CSV-files.
In the next step, an internal building model is created. This is comparable to the first
descriptive model. It describes the static building properties, e.g. zone air volume. It
is inspired by the graph structure presented in subsection 2.3 and maps a building to
an object-oriented approach. Thereby, the relations are characterized by the following
class diagram:
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Building

InternalWall ExteriorWall

Zone

Window

Radiator FloorHeating

1..*1

1

0..* 0..* 0..1 0..*

1

0..*

Groundfloor

0..*

Figure 18: Object-oriented building structure used in the implementation.

Thereby, a roof is treated as an exterior wall and ceilings between two levels as an
internal wall.

The third step includes the generation of the concrete linear program for the investi-
gated building. Therefore, the derived thermodynamic models describing heat move-
ments in buildings (see subsection 2.4) and HVAC components (see subsection 2.5)
are presaved in a general form and applied according to the description model of the
building built in step I and II. So, the linear program for the building of interest can
be generated in .mps format, a standardized format for mathematical problems.
In the last step, a solver is used to solve the linear program. In this case Gurobi is
used in combination with Python V3.8 and extension Gurobipy V9.1.1. Nevertheless,
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the generated linear program can be solved by any solver which is compatible to the
.mps format.
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5. Case Study and results

To validate the whole approach of the structured building optimization, a case study
is performed.
First, the used approach is introduced. Then, the investigated building is given. Af-
terwards, the necessary information for optimization is transformed by the presented
four-step approach to a logical graph. In the end, the case study results are analyzed
in the context of the research questions.

5.1. Approach

With the help of the case study, the processes taking place in the derived models are
to be verified and analyzed.
To make this possible, a rudimentary building is used for the case study in order to be
able to verify the processes logically. For this purpose, all derived components from
the explanation model are placed in the case study building (see subsection 5.2).
Therefore, the following characteristics are used during the case study:

- The investigated building is always optimized under the same external circum-
stances during a period of 24 hours to create comparable situations.

- The control data for heating devices is applied every 15min because the test data
(weather and energy costs) have got the same interval.

- The costs for the heat gained by hydronic and electric heating are treated equally
and are not distinguished further. The prices are fictitious and higher than in
reality.

As a result, the following subquestions in the context of optimal control are answered
by varying different parameters of the optimization:

- Does the second step of interpolation, when linearizing the multiplication of
three state and control variables (ṁ · Tin · Tout) instead of only two (Tin · Tout) in
case of controlling a radiator, lead to other results since ṁ and Tin are used as
control variables instead of controlling only Tin and to assume the mass flow to
be constant?
→ Comparison of both linear models (constant ṁ (100 kg/h) vs. variable mass
flow ṁ (max. 100 kg/h)) with a uniform energy price of 1e/kWh.

- Which effects have the time difference, ∆t, when approximating the next state
of the building?
→ Investigation of different time differences of 10sec, 90sec, 3min, 5min and
7.5min with a uniform energy price of 1e/kWh.

- Which effects have energy prices on the optimization?
→ Application of two price models: One is dynamic, which means that every
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15min another price is applied. The other one divides the optimization period of
24h into three intervals with different prices. Thereby, the last interval (18h-24h)
contains negative prices for testing the modeling and optimization logic.

- Which effects have weather (solar radiation and outside temperature) on the
building? → Analysis of their impacts on the zone temperature and caused heat
gain.

- Which effects have building configurations on the optimization?
→ Comparison of standard and doubled thickness of exterior walls.

5.2. Investigated Building

The simplistic building results in an object with two zones and single-layer walls:

- Zone 1 is heated by electrical floor heating and has no windows.

- Zone 2 is heated by hydronic radiator and includes a one-layered window.

- All exterior walls have got the same thermal properties and are made of concrete.

- The weather data is taken for the location Aachen in Germany from the 11th
January 2021. Thus, the building is located at 52◦N latitude and 6◦E longitude,
where the standard meridian is given at 15◦E.

To enable a two-dimensional representation that is not overloaded, the floor and the
roof are neglected. Nevertheless, these two components are included in the validation
by the model of walls.
In order to give an uniform representation of the building, it is already transformed
below via the four-step procedure as a graph (cf. subsection 2.3):

Z1 Z2Zo

Zo

Zo Zo

Zo

Zo

Figure 19: Graph representation of the exemplary building.
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Afterwards, the specific zone properties have to be identified. For a summarized rep-
resentation, these parameters are given for each zone (node) in Figure 20 and for each
thermal connection (edge) in Figure 21 and Figure 22.

Zone 1:
- volume: 3m*4m*2m = 24m3

- el. floor heating
Vel = 220V
P = 100 W/m2

area = 3m*4m = 12m2

Zone 2:
- volume: 3m*4m*2m = 24m3

- hydronic radiator
massWater = 5kg 
massBody = 40kg
capacityBody = 470 J/(kg*K) (steel)
aIn = 1m2

aEx = 1m2

dTubes = 0.002m

Figure 20: Zone parameters of the exemplary building.

Zone 1 <-> Outside:
- wall1

width = 4m
𝛾 = 180°

- wall2
width = 3m
𝛾 = 90°

- wall3
width = 4m
𝛾 = 0°

Valid for all exterior walls:
height = 2m; β = 90°; k = 0.7; L = 0.4; 𝜀 = 0.94; c = 1000; 𝜌 = 2000; ⍺ = 0.1

Zone 1 <-> Zone 2:
- wall

width = 3m
L = 0.2m
c = 800 J/(kg*K) 

Figure 21: Thermal connection parameters of the first zone in the exemplary building.
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Zone 2 <-> Outside:
- wall1

width = 4m
𝛾 = -180°
window

- wall2
width = 3m
𝛾 = -90°

- wall3
width = 4m
𝛾 = 0°

width = 1m
𝜏 = 0.3
𝜀 = 0.2
⍺D = 0.3
⍺d = 0.2

Valid for all exterior walls:
height = 2m; β = 90°; k = 0.7; L = 0.4; 𝜀 = 0.94; c = 1000; 𝜌 = 2000; ⍺ = 0.1

Figure 22: Thermal connection parameters of the second zone in the exemplary build-
ing.

5.3. Results

By the use of an 8 core processor (2.4 GHz) with 32gb RAM, the following results are
calculated with default Gurobi settings, which also imply multithreading.
The results are presented in the order of the subquestions given at the beginning of
the section. Thereby, the following plots always show data for one specific zone over
the optimization period of 24h and compare two different data sets on the y-axis.

5.3.1. Test: Time and mass flow modeling

This section compares different time differences ∆t (grid size in discretization) for
calculation the new states of a building. Thereby, in parallel, the two approaches of
constant and variable mass flow are distinguished. The energy price is simplified to
1e/kWh.
Further on, this section is divided into three paragraphs, where the different impacts
on i) the entire optimization, ii) zone 1 and iii) zone 2 are shown.
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Effects on the optimization The test shows the following impacts for the entire
optimization (cf. Table 5):

- From a time of 7.5min, the optimization model has no more solution, i.e. it
becomes infeasible because the calculations are more over-approximated, so that
the next states are no longer within the specified temperature boundaries.

- With a more detailed computation of the ODEs, i.e. smaller ∆t, the complexity
of the problem increases, reflected in the number of iterations and the solving
time. Both are increasing significantly, although the test building is kept simple.

- The complexity of the approach with the variable mass flow is higher than the
approach with the constant mass flow. That is logical because the mass flow
changes from a constant to an other control variable.

- The resulting energy costs are increasing with the complexity of the calculation
since the it gets more detailed and not as over-approximated as in the other cases.
This can be caused by a coincidentally good starting point of the optimization.

- Generally, the costs do not show significant differences. However, when the task
consists only of the estimation of the overall energy costs, then the approach
with constant mass flow can be used, because it has a lower complexity and no
significant variance in price.

Table 5 shows a summary of the investigated values and results.

∆t Iterations Solving time Costs Mass flow radiator

7.5min infeasible
5min 3523 0.62sec 23.31e
3min 513 0.62sec 23.36e constant 100 kg/h
90sec 609 1.77sec 23.39e
10sec 3354 42.35sec 23.41e

7.5min infeasible
5min 5650 2.04sec 23.30e
3min 6081 1.76sec 23.35e variable max. 100kg/h
90sec 11716 5.26sec 23.38e
10sec 97116 326.98sec 23.42e

Table 5: Comparison of different ∆t with constant and variable mass flow for control-
ling radiators.
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Effects on zone 1 The are no significant effects on the first zone. This is due to the
gain through electrical heating:

- The calculation of the heat gain is, compared to a radiator, simple. This causes
no crucial changes with different time differences. Only around 7h, 13h, and 16h,
a slightly higher heat gain is noticeable.

- Zone 1 is heated electrical. Therefore, the differentiation between constant and
variable water mass flow of radiators does not affect it.

To underline the facts, the plots for ∆t = 5min with constant mass flow and ∆t = 10sec
with variable mass flow are provided below.
The other combinations of time difference and mass flow modeling approach are shown
in A.
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Figure 23: ∆Time 5min, constant mass flow 100kg/h
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Figure 24: ∆Time 10sec, variable mass flow max. 100kg/h
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Effects on zone 2 In zone 2, the expected changes in the heat gain from the radiator
get identifiable in the following figures.
In general, several facts can be noticed (cf. A for the plots):

- All generated values of the two compared approaches differ. Only the plots for
constant mass flow with ∆t = 90sec and 10sec are comparable, which means that
there is no further and significant improvement possible for this scenario.

- The emitted heat at variable mass flow moves in the same scale (approx. 95-
120W) over all examined time intervals ∆t. This is not the case for constant
mass flow. There, the output varies significantly (approx. 0-800W). It can be
concluded that the controllability of a radiator is better for the additional control
variable ṁ, which is logical.

- Moreover, not only the general minimum and maximum values are different, but
also the amplitude from one time step to another is much bigger in the case of
constant mass flow. Since the given temperature profile is not complex, and the
external conditions are not changing very much, the heat gain should be pretty
smooth, which roughly holds for all cases with variable mass flow. However, in
the case of variable mass flow with ∆t = 90sec the difference of minimum and
maximum values results in about 12W and in the case of variable mass flow with
∆t = 10sec in about 2W.

As an interim result of this test, it can be concluded that the approach of variable
mass flow with ∆t = 90sec and 10sec perform best. Since the objective function for
both time differences is comparable, for the subsequent investigations, the model with
∆t = 90sec, and variable mass flow is used because it offers a reasonable tradeoff on
complexity and accuracy.

5.3.2. Test: Price models

In this section, the logical plausibility of the modeled optimization approach is analyzed
with the two different price models for energy as given in subsection 5.1. Thereby, the
optimization model with the variable mass flow and ∆t = 90sec is used.
As insight, both obtained results from the objective function are given below.

Price Costs

Dynamic 124.05e
Interval with negative -2416.68e

Table 6: Resulting costs caused by optimization with different price models.
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Zone 1 with dynamic prices In the following temperature profile can be seen that
around 6h, a higher temperature is needed. Therefore, the zone is preheated in advance
because the price there is lower than at the moment when it is really needed (see
Figure 26).
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Figure 25: Dynamic price
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Figure 26: Dynamic price
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Zone 2 with dynamic prices In zone 2, there is no change in the temperature profile.
However, around 5h, it is cheaper to preheat the room for a moment than to keep the
temperature permanently at the lower boundary. This is explained by the fact that
the energy price increases in the daytime (cf. Figure 28).
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Figure 27: Dynamic price
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Figure 28: Dynamic price
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Zone 1 with interval prices In the following two paragraphs, the interval prices are
applied, where after 18h negative prices are used for testing.
It can be determined that the heat gain is reduced as much as possible in the expensive
interval. Moreover, until 7h the zone is preheated to compensate the higher energy
prices and raised temperature profile in the next interval. Additionally, there is a peak
in heat gain to take advantage of the negative energy prices in the evening.
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Figure 29: Interval price
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Figure 30: Interval price
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Zone 2 with interval prices The same phenomena from zone 1 are repeating in zone
2, which indicates a reasonable model.
In the evening, around 18h, when the negative prices are activated, a peak in heating
is visible. Also, this leads to a raised zone temperature.
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Figure 31: Interval price
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Figure 32: Interval price
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5.3.3. Test: Weather impact

In this section, the impact of solar radiation and outside temperature to the zones is
analyzed. Therefore, variable mass flow, ∆t = 90sec and a price of 1e/kWh is used.

Effect on zone 1 Around 12h, the zone temperature advances, although the heat gain
is reduced by about 30% for a larger interval (12-14h). The increased sun radiation
and outdoor temperature cause this at this time. As a result, it can be concluded that
the optimization considers the sun radiation in combination with outside temperature
correctly and handles the heating right.
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Figure 34

Effect on zone 2 Again, the sun radiation shows that the heat gain can be reduced
in time of high sun radiation, although the zone temperature is around its lower bound.
In other words, this means that the impact of sun radiation is treated correctly in the
model.
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Figure 36

5.3.4. Test: Building model

With the parameters of 1e/kWh, ∆t = 90sec, and variable mass flow, a change in the
building configuration is studied. Therefore, the exterior wall thickness is doubled.

Effect on zone 1 It is noticeable that the energy storage functionality of walls shows
up here since, for the temperature changes in the lower boundary at 7h and 13h, less
energy is needed to perform these changes in the case of thicker walls. Moreover, the
zone temperature is higher after 18h without heating.
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Figure 37: Thickness 0.4m; 23.38e
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Figure 38: Thickness 0.8m; 15.85e
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Effect on zone 2 Also, in zone 2 the walls’ storage effect comes to use as the thicker
walls are warmed more in the beginning in comparison to the thinner walls. This leads
by the approx. equal value of 104-108W heat gain during the day in both cases to a
minimal higher zone temperature after 12h in the situation with thicker walls.
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Figure 39: Thickness 0.4m; 23.38e
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Figure 40: Thickness 0.8m; 15.85e
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The results in terms of costs of the entire building are summarized below.

Exterior wall thickness Costs

0.4m 23.38e
0.8m 15.85e

Table 7: Resulting costs caused by optimization with different wall thicknesses.

In conclusion, doubled walls lead to a saving of approximately 30% in energy. Since
the impact of the thickness of a wall is treated linearly in the conduction process, the
relationship is well reflected concerning other heat losses and interpolation errors. This
leads to a saving of approx. 30% in the energy costs.

5.3.5. Conclusion

In summary, all planned tests are successfully passed. The derived linear model is
logically optimized and allows the variation of parameters.
Thereby, the impact of different time steps of state approximations, price models,
weather effects, and building configurations is investigated.
However, it is crucial to consider possible numerical errors by floating-point arithmetics
when further extending the model.

Limitations Since the implementation is generalized, also multi-layered windows were
tested for the simple building during the case study.
However, due to the high range of occurring numeric values, which are caused by the
terms to the power of 3 and 4, and the thin gas layer in multi-layered windows in
the tens of millimeters range (cf. e.g. [8]), which is converted to meters, the Gurobi
solver gets into numeric errors while solving. In other words, this means that variables
randomly change their sign and values, and the performed floating-point arithmetics
are incorrect, although Gurobi’s settings were adjusted to quad-precision or numerical
focus.
This is why only a one-layered window is used for the case study, where the glazing
thickness can be neglected due to the uniform glazing temperature (cf. subsection 2.4).
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6. Conclusion

In summary, the thesis shows a structured and computational light approach for the
linear optimization of a generalized physics (white-box) building model. Thereby, the
control of HVAC-components in the context of energy costs is optimized. The result
can be applied to any building in order to optimize it.
Therefore, a generalized explanation model is derived which relates a static and logical
graph representation of the investigated building, formalizing its structural properties
(RQ1; subsection 2.3), to a physics model, describing the general heat movements in
buildings (RQ2; subsection 2.4 and subsubsection 2.6.1).
However, since physics relations are generally non-linear, this system is linearized by
interpolation to obtain a linear state space model. Additionally, by the use of a finite
differences approach, state space values are discretized on a uniform grid so that the
ODEs are transformed to recursive equations to become a valid input for linear opti-
mization (RQ3; subsection 3.2 and subsection 3.4).
For application, the whole approach is implemented. Thereby, the logical representa-
tion of the investigated building is built via an input of the relevant information of the
building.

6.1. Future work

Nonetheless, the interpolation in this thesis is roughly estimated for all locations. This
procedure can be dynamically performed to adapt the interpolation to the investigated
building’s location to reduce the error. Since the exterior influences of weather differ
from, e.g. northern to southern location, this would change the interpolated values,
e.g. for the exterior wall temperatures, that are possible.
Although the linearization performed leads to reduced complexity, an more complex
approach, such as feedback linearization, could be investigated to exclude linearization
errors.
Due to the modular design of the entire approach, further HVAC-components can be
easily added to extend the variety in heating and cooling devices. This would enable
the model to cool the building also.
Moreover, the resulting linear program itself can be optimized further by advanced
methods to reduce the high range of minimum and maximum values to enable the
treatment of multi-layered windows without numerical issues. Therefore, different
solving algorithms, which are numerical stable, can be investigated. An example could
be to use iterative refinement while solving to enable better precision in floating-point
arithmetics (cf. e.g. [35]).
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Appendices

A. Test: Time and mass flow modeling

Effect on zone 1
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Figure 41: ∆Time 5min, constant mass flow
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Figure 42: ∆Time 5min, variable mass flow
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Figure 43: ∆Time 3min, constant mass flow
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Figure 44: ∆Time 3min, variable mass flow
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Figure 45: ∆Time 90sec, constant mass flow
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Figure 46: ∆Time 90sec, variable mass flow
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Figure 47: ∆Time 10sec, constant mass flow
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Figure 48: ∆Time 10sec, variable mass flow
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Effect on zone 2
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Figure 49: ∆Time 5min, constant mass flow
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Figure 50: ∆Time 5min, variable mass flow
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Figure 51: ∆Time 3min, constant mass flow
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Figure 52: ∆Time 3min, variable mass flow
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Figure 53: ∆Time 90sec, constant mass flow
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Figure 54: ∆Time 90sec, variable mass flow
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Figure 55: ∆Time 10sec, constant mass flow
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Figure 56: ∆Time 10sec, variable mass flow
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